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Greetings Friends,

For twenty years, Friends scattered throughout the southwest United States have
gathered to reconnect and support one another under the care of the Intermountain
Yearly Meeting.

In years past, we have grappled with issues which have tested our endurance and
our canrnitment, and which left us at once energized and exhausted from the struggle
to overcome personal agendas and rightly honor that of God in each of us.

This year, challenged to explore the theme of “Living the Carniunity of Faith,”
we have approached our time together in a spirit of acceptance and healing. Striving
to understand “caraunity” in all its forms, we have sought spiritual connection to
the Light as individuals and as a corporate body, recognizing our hunger for guidance
fran the “still, small voice”. We have looked at carununities rangin fran personal
to local to global in all their intimacy and vulnerability. We have heretofore
trusted one another to come together in meaningful spiritual connection, but this
year we have approached one another with a new tenderness born of reconciliation and
the grace of God.

We welcomed as our Guest Speaker Dorlan Bales, a Friend from the pastoral
tradition and one of the founders of the Friends of Jesus Cctnmunity in Wichita,
Kansas. He stated that reconciliation is the key to corrimunity. To be successful we
must be “knit to each other and knit to the Jx)rd.” He invited us to reconcile our
faith through action as exemplified by the radical Jesus. As we anticipate the
upeoming FWCC Triennial in neighboring New Mexico, hear about current AFSC concerns,
and learn more about the Peace Team Project, our sense of community takes on
world-wide proportions.

We have challenged ourselves to articulate the core of our beliefs in
undertaking the crafting of our own Faith and Practice. We are himnbly drawn to this
adventure, while some of us fear that the printed words of Faith and Practice will
hinder continuing revelation. Ours is a cawnunity of wide—ranging individuals,’ and
we cherish the diversity of our spiritual foundations, even as we grieve the absence
of sane familiar faces in this year of our reconciliation.

Through it all, the children have remained motivated and inspired with fun,
including time for Messy Games for all ages. Senior Young Friends report an
increased attention to matters of the Light. They also have considered the
developnent of a new, older group of young Friends, one that would at once facilitate
the transition of Senior Young Friends to adult Friends, and address the increasing
problem of mid-twenties dropout. We are enriched by them all.

May we all hear the call when it cares, and heed it with vigor. May we choose•
to make a difference. May we never forget to nurture one another, even as we are
ourselves nurtured by that of God in our hearts.

Yours in the Community of Faith,

Bill and Genie Durland, Co-clerks
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Report of the Watching Committee
Dee Surprenant, Convenor

In the year since the last IMYM, we have received epistles from nineteen (19)
Friends Meetings in the United States, eleven (11) from other countries, and
sixteen (16) from Young Friends and Junior yearly meetings. Copies of these
epistles are available in notebooks for members of the Watching Committee, and
in general notebooks to be made available in the lounge for Friends to digest and
enjoy. Readers will find that Friends have faced a multitude of significant
issues, both practical and spiritual, in their world-wide gatherings. It is the task
of the Watching Committee for this yearly meeting to understand and distill the
epistle with which to join Friends around the world. The resultant epistle will be
presented for Friends’ approval during the final Meeting for Worship for
Business.

The Epistle notebooks are filled with innumerable products of spiritual searching
and prayer. For those Friends who choose to utilize them, they can help to set
the tone for a productive and truly gathered yearly meeting.
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
June 21-25, 1995

Yearly Meeting Epistles
Received June 1994 to June 1995

Yearly Meeting Theme Session

United States:

Baltimore “How do you interpret your faith in the 323
Young Friends light of our Quaker heritage?”
Junior Young Friends

Illinois “Have we the courage to be Responsible?”
Young Friends
Junior Yearly Meeting

Indiana 174
Young Friends

Iowa (Conservative)
Young Friends

Lake Erie “Our Spiritual Journeys”
Young Friends

Nebraska “Choosing Peace”

New England “Sing and Rejoice. ye Children of 334
Young Friends the Day and of the Light.
Junior High
Junior Yearly Meeting

V t- -,00or

North Carolina Conservative) “Love in Action:
Caring Concerns”

North Carolina “Love in Action” 279





Yearly Meeting Theme Session

United States:

Northern “Voices of the Spirit”

Children

North Pacific “Do justice, love mercy, and walk 22

Young Friends humbly with your God: turning faith

Junior Friends into action”
Children

Northwest 102

Senior High, Junior
High. Children

Ohio

Ohio Valley “What is the message of Quakerism?” 174

Teen, Young
Friends, Children

Pacific “Creating the World we Yearn For” 48

Young Friends
Junior Yearly Mtg.
Children

Rocky Mountain “Intimacy with God, the key to

Youth Awakening”

Wilmington “Bringing Everyone to the Teacher 103

Young Friends Within”
Juniors

Western “Friends Called into the 21st Century. .“ 137

Others:

Britain “Witnessing in Faith Together Today” 1

Junior Yearly Mtg.
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Yearly Meeting Theme Session

Others:

Canada ‘Building the Blessed Community” 161

Teens, Children

Central and Southern “Outreach - Branching Out”
Africa

France “Living out our responsibilities in 70
Joy and Love’

Ireland (1994 & 1995) “Service: Our Faith in Action”
Junior Yearly Mtg.

Jamaica “The Role of the Church in 53
Jamaica Today”

Japan “You are the light of the World”

Netherlands “Led by the Light” (1q114 .-jq(j )
Norway 176

Sweden “Conflict - Threat or Gift?” 60

Switzerland “To Be a Refugee”
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BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETiNG
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS 17100 QUAKER LANE • SANDY SPRING, MARYLAND 20860-1296

_____________________________________________

(301) 774-76é3 • (800) 962-4766

eighth month 7, 1994

Cherished Friends throughout the World,

“May the blessings of God rest upon you.

May the peace of God abide within you.

May God’s presence illuminate your heart,

now and forever more.” -- A traditional blessing

Baltimore Yearly Meeting Friends were blessed with an abundance of rain as we gathered

joyously during our 323rd sessions on the campus of Wilson College in Chambersburg,

Pennsylvania, eighth month 1-7, 1994. We felt graced by your presence as epistles from

many Yearly Meetings around the world were shared with us.

Last year we ended our epistle on the theme that to grow is to change. This year we are

thankful for our continued growth. Frank Massey, our General Secretary, likened the

Yearly Meeting to Niagara Falls, which constantly changes - the fall line having traveled

seven miles over time. Frank reported that “the Spirit is flowing in our midst and we are

changing.”

Our meetings are fountains of living water where we gather to be nourished and refreshed.

Like the spray of falling water, God’s care falls on us all. We are changed, and change those

about us. Some of the changes are reflected in our Spiritual State of the Meeting Report.

“In the Baltimore Yearly Meeting community, the life of the monthly meetings is vibrant,

filled with vitality. There is a deepened sense of the renewing strength derived from

gathered meetings for worship. In a few of our meetings there has been rapid growth in

membership and attendance. There is a resurgence of enthusiasm for religious education

for adults and children, and there is a noteworthy rise in Bible study activity in many

meetings.”

The report goes on to speak of the “deepening concern for intervisitation among Friends.”

Our theme “How do you interpret your faith in the light of our Quaker heritage?” was

interpreted by Junior Yearly Meeting as “I’m a Quaker Traveler,” and this seemed to catch

the spirit of our gathering. Peace Pilgrim II paused on our doorstep in his travels for peace,

and Junior Yearly Meeting experienced a living example of someone traveling with a

concern. Visitors from Indiana, Philadelphia, and South Central Yearly Meetings enriched

our gathering. Posters covering our walls urged us to “Widen our Circle of Friends .... Try

Another Bench .... Visit Another Meeting.”

As travelers we all carry baggage: Claire Walker told the story of “The Wanderer and the

Way.” One moral of the story was a call to examine both old baggage and new lest we find

ourselves once again burdened in our journey. Is what we carry worth the toil and delays?

If we cannot lay down our knapsack, at least we should periodically examine the contents.



Much of our business involved an examination of the demands and products of our Yearly

Meeting Committee structure. “Friends value the Yearly Meeting both for the human

connection and for the spiritual: seeking truth together.” A participant in our Quaker

Leadership Institute commented that” the greatest significance for me was in connecting

with the larger Quaker community outside my own Meeting in a much more intimate way

than ever before. I feel refreshed, like I’ve taken a long drink from that jug of living

water

Our children are the living present and future of our Meeting. Their gift to us this year was

the traveling song, “Woyaya,” recorded by the Quaker singer Susan Stark.

We are going, heaven knows where we are going.
We know we are.

We will get there, heaven knows how we will get there.
We know we will.*

Our voices rose in three-part harmony as the different generations of Yearly Meeting sang

together. Music ministered to us throughout our sessions.

We lost many dear Friends this year. Seven memorial minutes were read at Yearly Meeting

sessions. In the Carey Memorial Lecture, Bruce Birchard, General Secretary of Friends

General Conference, spoke of his experience of God, the paths to the Spirit he knows, and

his own experience of facing the terror of death. Beauty, Love, Centering and Worship

strengthened and transformed him. We all shared that strength and transforming power

when a Friend collapsed during the lecture. The initial rush to cover the practical quickly

grew into a deeply shared meeting. The paramedics, too, were drawn into the loving quiet as

they tenderly ministered.

The tenderness of Baltimore Yearly Meeting Friends toward one another takes us into “a

place between silence and speech,” a place explored by our own poet Henry Taylor. Henry

writes that “some experiences are better left beyond the reach of words.” Together,

Baltimore Yearly Meeting Friends seek to find these places. “But those who drink of the

water that I will give them will never be thirsty. The water that I will give will become in

them a spring of water gushing up to eternal life.” (John 4:14, NRSV)

Miriam D. Green, Clerk
Baltimore Yearly Meeting

* “Woyaya” by T. Osei, S. Amarfio, L.Amao, M.Tonton, R. Bedeau, W. Richardson, R.

Bailey. copyright 1977 Osibisa Music, Ltd., Published in USA by Intersong USA, Inc.August

1994



BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FR!END 17100 QUAKER UiNE • SANDY SPRING, MARYL4ND 20860-1296
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Baltimore Yearly Meeting Young Friends Epistle

To Friends Everywhere,

Our Friendly tapestry is ever intertwined into an increasingly sensitive web of awareness. As

weary travelers must be conscious of the path before them, so we must be conscious of each

others’ needs as we make our pilgrimage together.

This year’s journey began with a spiritual catalyst at the Labor Day Conference at Deer

Creek Meeting. Norman Williams led us in a guided meditation centered around directing

love and the Light towards those we felt needed healing. Continuing in the spirit of healing,

the Young Friends held a worship sharing addressing how division of the community is

magnified by the use of illegal substances.

With the importance of community in mind, we participated in several community-building

activities during the Thanksgiving Conference at Baltimore Homewood. These activities

included a meditational dance, a yoga workshop, and the sleep-deprived hallucination of

carrots. The culmination of our efforts was a worship sharing which revolved around how

we can make all feel welcome as Young Friends.

Our next jubilant and enlightening gathering took place at Annapolis Friends’ Meeting.

Frank Massey led a workshop on the Quaker Peace Testimony, helping us to realize the

difficulties in resolving conflict non-violently in a violent world.

In the interest of outreach, the Young Friends took their second annual April bus trip, this

time to Charlottesville, Virginia. In the course of the workshop there, we were guided

through a dream meditation which took our spiritual journey beyond normal consciousness.

June Conference at Shiloh gave us the opportunity to grow through workcamp activities.

The joy brought by working together, combined with being able to play and worship in such

a beautiful place, made this conference a very fulfilling one.

Baltimore Yearly Meeting delivered the fruit of our spiritual labors. In the rising

generation, we have witnessed re,Juvenation of a self-perpetuating cycle -- an eternal

blossom’s conception and germination. Ripenin experiences, including the self-expressive

meditative dance workshop and the ageless rejoicing found at the annual JYM/JYF Night,

served to further integrate our Quaker gathering. Bone? Cake? Marmaduke? Get it? The

Inner Light contained by our separate bodies opens like a lotus flower and enfolds like a

warm embrace, forming a collective constellation that lingers in our souls even as we burn in

solitude. The Young Friends fervently hope that this one hundred per cent stone-cold

lampin’ year precipitates an even better year to come. We would like to close with a very

appropnate poem found in the 1973 Young Friends’ Epistle:

How many times can a flower grow?
How many things will I know?
How will I know if I used every door?
Together we know we have tned.

The Baltimore Yearly Meeting Young Friends



Baltimore Yearly Meeting Junior Young Friends Epistle

To Friends Everywhere,

Junior Young Friends had a reat time at Baltimore Yearly Meeting this year. Our theme
was “I’m a Quaker Traveler.’ We started out every day with “cheezy” but fun wake-up
games; then we began worship sharing, after which we discussed our spiritual journeys.

Every day we were given a subject to write about in our journals, then we used what we had
written for a discussion.

We organized our own meetings for business. We chose a clerk, a recording clerk, and an
assistant recording clerk. Some of the items on our agenda were: how our room could be
used by other Young Friends, a walk through, and our overnight party on Saturday.

After the business meetings, we did arts and crafts. Most of us decorated T-shirts, and a few
people did beadwork. We also signed our names on a cloth mural.

One day we went on a nature walk. We stopped by a creek to write in our journals. The
entries were influenced by our beautiful surroundings.

On Thursday, some of us attended a workshop on perceptions and stereotypes.

Over all, we had an active and fulfilling week.

Yours in the Light,

Junior Young Friends, 1994



ILLINOIS YEARLY MEETING
of the Religious Society of Friends

(Quakers)
Consisting of 29 Quaker Meetings and Worship Groups

in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Wisconsin

602 Normal Ave.
Norrral IL 61761

July 30, 1994

To Friends in All Places.

Our theme this year has challenged us: Have we the courage to be responsible’?
in worship, in worship sharing, in meeting for worship with attention to business,
in our talks and discussions, we have been led by this question to new awareness of
this function of the Light within.

A personal letter from Elias Hicks to Samuel Comfort, dated 7th mo. 19th, 1825,
was read in our first evening gathering:

“Thy letter of the 5th mo. last is now before me. I have oft perused it, as its
contents tend to revive afresh the feeling of that brotherly [and sisterly] love
that binds together as in one all the begotten children of the heavenly
family... And did all abide in this love, it would drive out and banish from the
Society all.., discord, envy, and every evil work, and in lieu thereof peace would
reign...

“But alas, it is otherwise. The wild boar of the forest has made an inroad
in our pleasant places: the lion, that in times past was made to lie down with
the lamb, is now prowling about, seeking to devour and destroy the innocent...

“Hence the necessity of even’ individual rallying to the standard, the
light within, for in that only can we, as a people, unite our strength.”

“I” thus becomes “we” when we gather in the Light. We explored ways in
which we can strengthen our community by truthful but loving interaction, not
avoidinQ differences in fear of conflict, but facing all our fears, trusting that
strength will be given, and we give it to each other, so that we can respond from our
depths to challenges lovingly, minding I John 4:18: “There is no fear in love, but
perfect love casteth out fear, because fear hath torment.”

When we carefull’ examine ways and means to work for peace at home in the
Light, we often find little steps that open a way. We considered historical examples of
such steps: Joe Volk of FCNL talked on Thursday evening of the role of community in
helping us to maintain courage, giving the example of the 52 Friends who established
FCNL in 1943. Their courage was itself a religious experience.

This theme of courage as religious experience appeared again in Pat Wixom’s
Plummer lecture: it takes courage to be ourselves, to be “responsible to the life
within.” The courage to be oneself can be hard to find, especially for women, and for
all of us. comfort and busy-ness can insulate us from God and from ourselves.

In her seventh evening address Doris Peters answered the query, “Do we have
the courage to be responsible” with a firm “yes” because we are not expected to be
responsible alone. We are “inseparably connected to the creative life energies of the
universe. We are a part of God.” She challenged us to live life from the center, to
reach out to each other in love and to unite in a higher level of shared spiritual

Yearly Meetinghouse. McNabb. Illinois



experience. She encouraged parents to be able to set limits and to teach our children

non-violent ways of self-defense.
This year at 1YM we had 78 Friends under age 19. The high school age group

discussed the life of the Mowa Choctaw Indians in Alabama. Some of them plan to go

help with the building and painting of a school there. Paul Buckley talked to the

group about sense of the meeting and the process of Quaker Business Meeting. They

also went swimming, took walks, play ultimate frisbee on the front lawn, and talked

and played cards
until the wee hours of the morning. Some of the younger children have been

searching for the inner Light while making lanterns and studying and writing

books about George Fox. Others have been finger painting or learning about creative

conflict management. In their spare time, they walked to the railroad tracks and had

consensual non-violent water encounters.
Clear sunny days and cool starlit evenings have enhanced our experience of

God’s presence on the prairie.

On Behalf of Illinois Yearly Meeting

Larry tout
Clerk
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IlLINOIS YEARLY MEETING
of the Religious Society of Friends

(Quakers)
Consisting of 29 Quaker Meetings and Worship Groups

in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Wisconsin

Epistle of High School-Aged Friends
Illinois Yearly Meeting

July 30, 1994

Dear High School Aged F/friends,

We’ve done a lot this years [YM. We started with a business meeting to schedule our

biannual trip to Starved Rock State Park. We also repaired our refrigerator and

discussed going to a work camp in Alabama.

Workshops were given by Bud Selleg, Paul Buckley, Preben Borch, and Bill Ramsey.

Bud told us in detail about life in an impoverished Native American town. He asked us

to come down and paint a school and a few of us plan to go.

Paul talked to us about consensus in Quaker business meetings, and business meetings

in general. We had an in-depth discussion of different decision making processes,

weighing the pro’s and con’s of each.

Preben told us about Scattergood Friends School. He showed a video and some slides,

and talked one on one with those interested.

Bill Ramsey did a workshop on war tax resistance, but at the time of writing this, it

hasn’t happened yet, so we can’t elaborate on it.

In the afternoons we played ultimate frisbee or soccer. We’ve played cards and had

bonding talks about anything and everything.

We’ve had a great week!

In representation of Illinois Yearly Meeting High School aged friends,

Yearly Meetinghouse. McNabb, lllinoi5

Andrew Stout



Junior Yearly Meeting Epistle

Dear Junior Friends Everywhere,

We send greetings from soybean and cornfields as far as the eye can see. This is the

120th time our yearly meeting has met in McNabb, Illinois. There is a lot of history

here. We have had cool and sunny days and have enjoyed being out of doors and

feeling free and safe.

There have been classes under tents and in the Junior Yearly Meetinghouse. The

youngest made a banner and things from nature that they picked up on their walks.

They talked about ways in which we learn from nature about being responsible for

ourselves and others. Another group got to know each other by counting the number

of pockets in their clothing. There was 63 all told. They also tried to answer the

question of how we know the right thing to do. They made books and lanterns and

kept very busy. One group looked at ways to handle disagreements such as by

affirming each other, cooperating, using imagination and humor. They rewrote the

fairy tale from the point of view of the perceived villain. Games, also, helped to show

cooperation and good humor. Some carried out an assignment to do random acts of

kindness. Imaginative ways to do problem solving were enjoyable. Another class

talked about mistakes we make and how these can be corrected in responsible ways.

We saw that it can take courage. We wrote books about ways to cooperate.

We all liked our teachers and they liked us. We were glad to have other adults read to

us and one told us about her experience working to help prisoners.

Outside of our classes we spent an evening making sock puppets for children in

Nicaragua. We had a talent show which was fun and we danced with the grown ups

out on the lawn. One day we went swimming in th afternoon and evening.

We thank God and everyone else who helped us to learn about being Quaker and to

have such a good time.

En Peace and Friendship,

Junior Friends at Illinois Yearly Meeting



INDIANA YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS
working and witnessing in the name of Christ

Dear Friends, young and old:

In the last year the young friends have participated in many events that have helped us in our
spiritual growth and fellowship. We have also set many goals and expectations for the upcoming
year. We would like to take this time to tell you about these events and explain to you our goals.
In November we traveled to White’s Residential and Family Services Campus for the Second Annual
Sunday Smash in order to spend time in fellowship with Christian friends after the first few stressful
weeks of school.

We met next at Quaker Haven Camp for February Frolic. Our director was Scott Wagoner,
and our special speaker was Eddie Weirrick who spoke on being yourself. Several months later we
met again at Quaker Haven. This time for Senior High Camp. Mike Neifert and Kevin Niles were
our directors. Our main speaker was Mike Baer. This year the young friends from Indiana Yearly
Meeting and Western Yearly Meeting came together for the first time. We had many different
seminars given by various leaders from both yearly meetings.

This past week we have also had the great privilege of listening to Bill Kallenberg. He has
opened new doors of understanding to leadership and relationships with God. Many of the youth are
leaving this week experiencing a new light. We will be forever changed by this week, and we
would like to give a special thank you for Bill’s willingness to let the Lord speak through him. We
would also like to thank Todd Lightfoot, Scott Wagoner, Keith Conner, Damon Seacott, Stan
Thornburg, Jackie Mollenkopf, and all the others who had a role in making this week possible.

Our three major goals for this upcoming year are Youth Quake, raising money for our mission
trip to Jamaica and growing.

Our goal for Youth Quake is to encourage many of the youth into going in order to experience
the wonderful seminars that will be available.

Our goal for Jamaica is to fellowship, teach, and help the Jamaicans in any way possible.
Our third goal is to grow not only in numbers but spiritually as well. We would like to focus

mainly on leadership in the church and on the mission field, also our personal relationship with the
Lord outside of the church.

In closing we would like to thank everyone who has prayed for us in the past year. We ask
that you continue your prayers in the year to come so that we may make decisions focused toward the
Lord. Thank you again for everything, that you have done. God bless you and keep you.

Love In Christ,

The young Friends of Indiana Yearly Meeting

4715 North Wheeling Avenue, Muncie, Indiana 47304-1222
Telephone: (317) 2844900 Toll Free 1 (800) 292-5238 Fax (317) 284-8925
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INDIANA YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS
working and witnessing in the name of Christ

Outgoing Epistle 1994

Indiana Yearly Meeting returned to the Eariham College campus in Richmond, Indiana for its
174th annuai session. Once again we were favored with lovely August weather, unusual for the
Midwest.

We were also favored with the presence of the largest number of visiting Friends in memory,
including several from overseas. Also present were Guatenialan Friends from the Toronto area,
exploring the possibility of establishing some connection with this yearly meeting. Friends from both
within and outside our yearly meeting shared ministry with us in worship, lectures, and workshops.
We are especially thankful for the daily devotional messages of Stan Thomburg of Reedwood Friends
Church in Oregon and the Quaker Lecture by T. Canby Jones of Wilmington College.

Yearly Meeting was also a time for us to remember Friends who have left us to be with their
Heavenly Father in the last year. We particularly miss the presence of Charles McCracken, “an
Israelite in whom there was no guile,” who for many years served as our yearly meeting treasurer.

Differences were not absent from our business sessions, but the Holy Spirit came among us to
lead us in ways of peace, and so we were able to differ in charity and mutual respect. In devotional
meetings for worship, Friends testified of their Christian experiences, and their longing for all
Friends to know a closer walk with Christ, to be better scholars in the school of Christ. This we
pray all the yearly meetings of Friends may experience.

4715 North Wheeling Avenue, Muncie, Indana 47304-1222
Telephone: (317) 284-6900 Toll Free: 1 (800) 292-5238 Fax: (317) 284-8925



YOUNG FRIENDS STATEMENT OF FAIflL

Since we discussed relationship issues this week we have come to a conclusion on how we stand as

the Young Friends of Indiana Yearly Meeting.

On the issue of premarital sex we stand firmly behind (I Thessalonians 4:3-8). The Bible

clearly states that this action is wrong and we feel that there should be no further

questions on its meaning.

On the issue of homosexuality the Bible stresses that this is an inip.re act that is strongly

looked down upon by God, In backing we would like to read I Corrinthians. 6:9-11.

Even though these acts are impure we have learned this week that au of us have fallen short of God’s

Glory. We believe that they need God desperately and instead of rejeaLng these people we need to

help lead them to Christ, by accepting them into the church and showing them God’s love.

In closing we would like to leave you with one final thought (Epliesians. 4:22-24).



Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends
(Conservative)

7/30/94

“But now that faith has come, we are no longer subject to a disciplinarian, for in Christ
Jesus you are all children of God through faith. As many of you as were baptized into
Christ have clothed yourself with Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no
longer slave or free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in
Christ Jesus.”

Galatians 3:25-28

To Friends Everywhere

Dear Friends,

Our programs and discussions during this year’s sessions have focused on
forming partnerships. We began with a discussion of a gender query developed at our
1993 sessions in response to a minute from the Southern Appalachia Yearly Meeting.
Topics of other partnership discussions included political action, environmental issues,
gender equality, learning skills for partnership, and forming spiritual partnerships.
The Young Friends of North America Performing Arts Caravan presented “Gender
Peace” followed by worship sharing. Informal singing has become an important part
of our yearly meeting fellowship in the last few years. This year, we enthusiastically
joined with Peter and Annie Blood-Patterson, editors of the song book Rise Up Singing,
in an evening of song.

A special effort was begun this year to provide more intergenerational contact
for our Junior Yearly Meeting members. Many men and women have actively
participated in their program which has been structured and integrated with yearly
meeting topics.

We are encouraged by the reports of Scattergood Friends School which reflect a
growing student body, strong academic and farm programs, and a unified community
of students and staff. The life of the school is enhanced by the dedication of the school
committee and the entire yearly meeting.

Recovery along streams and rivers from the floods of 1993 is by no means
complete a year later and will continue fur some time u come. We have been blessed
this year with a lengthy, beautiful spring and a mild summer. The rains and floods of
last year were troublesome but they contributed to the bountiful splendor of this
season.

Epistles from Friends across the country and around the world have reminded us
of the values we share and the concerns we address together as Friends. Though the
challenges before us arc daunting, we have faith that careful attention to the Light
within each of us will lead us to a clearer understanding of those challenges and
perhaps closer to resolution, reconcIiation, and healing.

In love a Friendshi

Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends (Conservative)
Bill Deutsch, Clerk



To Young Friends Everywhere:

We have a lot of kids come from many meetings. We enjoy having

a good time with other friends from Iowa, Nebraska, and a guest

from Pennsylvania. We did a lot of fun activities and some

so—so activities. We went on a picnic on a prairie; it was

very nice. Swimming and pottery were very popular items. We

played some New Games which were the human knot, a race where

you put clothes on and the team with all their people dressed

wins, and an egg race. A woman came and told us a story. We

had to goget a story from another adult then. Some of the

stories were told at the talent show. We also did some crafts

with construction paper and crayons.

We have enjoyed this Yearly Meeting and all look forward to next

year.

In friendship,

Children of Iowa Yearly Meeting (Conservative)
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Lake Erie Yearly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends

Monthly Meetings: Lake Erie Yearly Meeting

Akron Held at Bluifton College, Bluffton, Ohio

Ann Arbor Sixth Month 16-19, 1994
Athens

Birmingham Greetings to Friends Everywhere:
Broadmead Lake Erie Yearly Meeting met sixth month 16-19, 1994, at Bluifton

Cleveland College in Bluifton, Ohio. 142 Friends of all ages joined together to con-

Delaware sider “Our Spiritual Journeys,” especially becoming aware of how God is

Detroit at work in our personal lives, our families, and in our Monthly Meetings.

Grand Rapids A rich diversity of spiritual experience was revealed through the shar

Granville ing of our individual stories. There are Friends among us actively seeking

Kalamazoo healing of the body, mind and spirit. Meetings for Healing are being held

Kent in Monthly Meetings as well as at each Yearly Meeting gathering. The

Mid-Ohio Valley Power of the Healing Light is being realized.
Monongalia In addition, some Monthly Meetings are experiencing a new sense of

North Columbus community after long years of struggle with difficult issues. There is a

Oberlin deep sense of renewal that truly brings a message of hope to us all that
Pine River laboring in love for as long as it takes reaps great rewards.

Pittsburgh Even as we considered our spiritual foundation, we felt called to ad-
Red Cedar dress the communities that surround us. The Yearly Meeting has ap

Wooster proved a minute on approaches to criminal justice that calls for an empha
sis on rehabilitation and constructive approaches rather than vengeance

Preparative Meeting: and punishment. A minute supporting the Land Mine Production Morato
Indiana rium Amendment under consideration in the U.S. Senate was approved

and will be sent to the Senators of our respective states. New queries on

Worship Groups: the environment and on the role of our families in our spiritual lives were
Buckhannon approved and will be sent to our Monthly Meetings for consideration.

Holland Friends were asked to consider joining in unity with a Baltimore Yearly

Manitou Meeting minute on population concerns and to include the National Cam-.

Rio Grande paign for a Peace Tax Fund in their annual budgets.

Rock Road The fellowship of Friends, young and old, gives us a sense of new hope
Slippery’ Rock and of strength. We find ourselves energized to deepen our spiritual jour

neys and to work anew within our Monthly Meetings and wider communi
ties.

On behalf of Lake Erie Yearly Meeting,

kzd Cc.p1I

Patricia Campbell, Clerk
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Epistle From Young Friends

June 19, 1994

To young Friends everywhere:

This year, the middle and high school group of Lake Erie Yearly Meeting worked on
non-violence and cooperation and unity. Our instructors from American Friends Serv
ice Committee were cool. We liked having teachers our own age and we had fun with
them. We also attended the panel of Ministry and Oversight and then made environ
ments for listening to the spirit. We went swimming and we enjoyed being with other
young friends.

LEYM Middle and High School Friends
Ages 13-18

(



Nebraska Yearly Meeting of Friends
EPISTLE

Nebraska Yearly Meeting - 87th Assembly

Sixth Month, 9-11, 1994

Friends gathered with gratitude from several states

with Osage Friends in Hominy, Oklahoma. We were close to

the hills alive with spring flowers, native grasses, trees

and God’s bounteous providence in ripening wheat. We met

under the theme of, “Choosing Peace”, which is a good

reminder of how to approach matters and conflicts within

the meeting as well as our personal lives. annual Osage

ceremonies coincidlnq with our meetings provided

opportunities to explore a different culture as well.

A Mennonite Central Committee volunteer with Friends

Committee on National Legislation, Melissa Shirk, has

focused on Native 1merican issues such as the Native

American Religious Freedom Act, encouraging land and water

rights and the honoring of treaties. The work of service

groups was reviewed, as well as the Quaker Youth

Pilgrimage.

Johan Maurer, General Secretary of Friends United

Meeting, was a strong and enlightening presence at these

sessions. He shared from his personal background, a cult

of obedience and growing into an experience with Christ.

We were challenged to find ways of combining peacemaking

and evangelism. Quaker evangelism is information sharing

and this information needs to shared in creative ways.

Quaker communities need to outreach a miraculous and joyous

trust and a spirit of hospitality. By breaking down

barriers we can overcome fears and let more people in.

Johan Maurer also reviewed the long struggle of

Friends United Meeting (FUM) over differences, over

realignment, purpose statement, serious financial lack and

need of freedom for new ventures in knowing Christ as our

leader and living our ethical consequences. With the

depletion of funds to operate FUM we are challenged to find

ways to help.

Children of different races and backgrounds gathered

from Wichita, Friends of Jesus and F-Tommy Friends Meeting.

They explored different cultures through games, dances and

craft projects. They serve as a gentle reminder to us of

how easy it is to get along with each other in a peaceable

way.

Allyson Bowen (newly appointed clerk)
1126 Chariton
Kingman, KS 67068
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NEW ENGLAND YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS
The Religious Society of Friends in New England

GENERAL EPISTLE

To all Friends everywhere.

Some 700 New England Friends have gathered at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine,
August 6-11th 1994, for our 334th Yearly Meeting. Young people from cradle through high
school made up about half our attendance. Their vitality enlivens our proceedings. We felt that
vitality in the leadership by Young Friends of our Sunday intergenerational worship and in the
message brought by the Junior High Meeting for Business asking that we see them not as a lump
of irresponsible teenagers but as responsible individuals with integrity of their own.

We receive much strength and love from the Puente de Amigos (Bridge of Friends) that joins
us in a sister relationship with Cuba Yearly Meeting. At our sessions were Kenya Casanova
Sales and Maria Elena Cruz Ronda from Cuba Yearly Meeting, and Waiter Tamayo from the
Iglesia de los Amigos in Miami, Florida; Walter Tamayo made many of the connections in
building the Bridge. We are learning to be bilingual when we gather. ft is no longer a novelty for
our iiieeting to be addressed in Spanish, ano rans1ation to Spariisii (or English) is routinely
provided in our sessions.

Our theme was “Sing and Rejoice, ye Children of the Day and of the Light, for the Lord God
is at work in this thick night of Darkness that may be felt.’ from George Fox, 1663. Hugh
Barbour described for us how thick was the night of persecution and suffering for early Friends
in that year. We are well fed, mostly from peaceful homes, mostly in good health, but even
among us many suffer in body, in spirit or from the cruelty of others. We know that many others.
some Friends among them, live in far deeper night of want or oppression. When we hear our
Cuban Friends speak of their joyful Christian worship amidst the grinding shortages of food and
medicine in their own country, we recognize and learn from the rejoicing in darkness which Fox
preached.

Mary Garmari challenged us with difficult questions from the Psalms: What is the role of
rage in the work of love? How do we respond when covenants are violated? These questions
reverberated through our workshops and worship. In our closing Bible study and worship
women’s voices raised the feminine names for God that have been used throughout history, and
awakened us anew to the feminine aspects of the divine. We were urged to praise God in any
name that is alive for us.

Our keynote speaker, Loida Fernández Gonzalez. expanded on our theme. She gently and
clearly pointed out to us the darkness that comes when we stereotype each other and close our
hearts to one another. She described the great loss for Christians among peoples native to the
Americas when their own music was banned by missionaries as ‘pagan;” she told us of her own
experience, as a Mexican Friend from a pastoral meeting, having English-speaking
unprogrammed Friends mistrust and discount her voice.

Our members Thomas and Elizabeth Gates movingly shared their family’s two and a half
years in western Kenya, where they served in Lugulu Hospital. Through them, we experienced
the ancient specters of pestilence, famine, and local ethnic conflict. As they had learned from
Kenyan Friends, they brought the experience of remote, rough roads, pangs of hunger, and pains

of death to us through the lens of Scripture. They also described great joy and peace which they
found in their Kenyan experience. They challenged Friends to take the risks they find in their
own lives and transform these into growth.

In contrast, we are not working effectively as a Yearly Meeting to tend the needs and
sufferings of our own neighbors and our own cities and towns, although many of us are trying
individually and as Monthly Meetings. We have energy and hope for this work, but not effective
structure. One Maine Friend observed, “Friends arc like deer -- great to have in the woods, but
difficult to herd up.” Much of what is good in us is wild: we need to learn to “herd up” and work
together to do God’s will. We must seek new avenues of partnership with those we would serve.
not a relationship of helper and needy.

901 Pleasant St., Worcester MA 01602 • 508-754-6760



We found clearness to release a Friend to do peace work, with special attention to developing
Friends Peace Teams to minister in places of conflict.

In our Memorial Meeting we heard the memorial minutes for eleven dearly beloved Friends
who died in the past year. Among them were three who had passed or nearly reached their
hundredth birthdays, and one who died of AIDS at age 33. We greatly appreciate the unique gifts
of these Friends, and we mourn their loss.

We addressed two important areas of stewardship. A special appeal after years of deficits has
restored our Yearly Meeting’s financial reserves to a safe level, but our normal giving does not
meet the needs we see; we give Friends’ organizations the same amount we did several years
ago, and gave still less for a time in between. We find money when the need is urgent; can we
see how many needs are urgent?

We found new unity on how to exercise our responsibility for Moses Brown School in
Providence, Rhode Island, and how to enable it to undertake a major renovation program. We
value the school as an outreach to those who would otherwise have no contact with Friends, but
are also concerned to make it more available and attractive to Friends’ children.

We struggled with the issue of state-sponsored gambling, and are taldng the concern home to
our monthly meetings.

We heard a concern for the damage to be caused by the Hydro-Quebec hydroelectric project,
much of whose purpose is the sale of electricity in our area. The lands to be flooded arc
homelands of 10,000 Cree Indians. We recognize that the seeds of environmental destruction lie
in our own lifestyle, and that our excessive energy consumption has spiritual as well as social
and environmental costs.

We have experienced miracles of personal healing and corporate renewal here, opening us to
the Spirit moving among us,

Dear Friends, we have felt your love and learned of your struggles through your epistles. We
thank you and send you our love.

On behalf of New England Yearly Meeting,
Elizabeth Ca.zden
Presiding Clerk

YOUNG FRWNDs

Dear Friends,

We arrived at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine throughout the day of August 6th, 1994, in
a spirit of joy and expectation. At first it was confusing to be on a new campus. but everyone
was very helpful and welcoming. After introductions, a record number of Young Friends (82)
found everything in its place, including friendship. In the evening we heard a Ministry and
Counsel presentation on the commitments we make to create a community. We then broke into
affinity groups.

On Sunday morning, Young Friends led the entire Yearly Meeting in programmed worship
to rave reviews. “You have led to me re-examine my faith,” wrote one adult Friend. “Your
choice of reading touched a familiar chord or memory or dream in many people,” said another.
We followed Meeting by luxuriating in six hours of free time. Some Young Friends attended
workshops, while others played Ultimate Frisbee and talked on the green. In the evening,
Ministry and Counsel used contrasting skits to show us how business meeting should work. We
were visited by Cuban Friends Kenya Casanova and Maria Elena Cruz, with whom we discussed
differences and similarities between Cuban and American Friends, and the realities of daily life
in Cuba. We then shared a spirited rendition of “We’ve got the Power.” or “Poder Tenemos,” and
Kenya Lcd us in other songs and games. The evening concluded with a game of Winkum lit by
shooting stars.



On Monday afternoon many of us were powerfully affected by a performance on gender
peace by the Young Friends of North America Caravan. Later in the day, we heard from Tom
and Liz Gates and saw a slide show about their experiences at a Quaker missionary hospital in
Kenya.

Throughout the week we were moved by presentations on personal faith by Young Friends.
Although the presenters had very different spiritual journeys, the worship we shared found a
common rich and evocative center. In our daily business meetings we examined the methods we
use to reach consensus as we planned for the coming year. In Tuesday’s business meeting we
enjoyed a graphic and upbeat treasurer’s report, and found consensus on retreat themes. During
our afternoon workday we bonded on the beach over trash collection, painting, weeding,
shoveling, mosquitoes and waves. After dinner, Friends gathered challenging questions on
Quakerism and sought answers in small groups. Following affinity group meetings, we joined in
a rousing game of Big Wind Blows.

On Wednesday morning Friends struggled to come to clearness on the membership of next
year’s Ministry and Counsel Committee. We broke for lunch, and returned with open minds and
hearts, quickly able to reach consensus on this issue and others. We celebrated the theme of
Sing and Rejoice, ye Children of the Day and of the Light’ with the evenings Coffeehouse.

As the week draws to a close, we are thankful for the miracle of the community we have
again created here, in worship, play, affinity groups, and business meeting. After recovering lost
sleep. we hope to take the spirit we have found in this place. among these Friends, and carry it
with us into our everyday lives.

In the Light,
New England Yearly Meeting of Young Friends

Epistle Committee: Rebecca Lee, Teal Scott, Susannah McCandless

JUNIOR HIGH

Dear Friends,

How’s life? Life’s cool here at New England Yearly Meeting with a lot of new people and a new
location, we blundered about a bit for awhile, some of us merely in search of a good cup of
coffee. In our blundering we realized that some of the people here have come to have a low
opinion of us. We took this up as a business meeting topic and sent a message to the other groups
in our yearly meeting saying that we were aware of our reputation, and thought that, for the most
part, it was undeserved. We also discussed retreat rules, such as sleeping arrangements. This past
year we managed to have four retreats.

The theme of the yearly meetiri this year was “Sing and rejoice. ye children of the day and
of the light....” (from a letter George Fox wrote.) We sang and sang and sang until songs came
pouring out of our ears. Some of us slipped away to participate in the nonviolent act of run-by
hugging.

We also played games such as British Bulldog and Winkum (at the beach) Freeze, Smile if
you Love Me. Jail Break, and Capture the Flag. One game was taught to us by our Cuban
Friends, Kenya Casanova and Maria Elena Cruz. The Cuban game was similar to Winkum! We
wondered if you play some of the same games in your Yearly Meeting as we do in ours.

Overall, we arc having a great Yearly Meeting -- good clerks, success in business meeting,
and lots of fun.

With Love from.
The Junior High Friends of New England Yearly Meeting

P.S. Smile Always!



JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING

Greeting to Friends Everywhere!

The Junior Yearly Meeting of New England Yearly Meeting (Kindergarten through Grade 6)
met from August 6-11, 1994. For the first time in ten years (most of our lives) JYM met on a
new campus, Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. We liked the big trees, getting to explore
new places, riding and walking to the 16th floor of Coles Tower, having press-combination locks
instead of keys, hearing the bell tower chimes ring every 15 minutes and the new buildings.

Our theme was “Sing and Rejoice, Ye Children of the Day and of the Light, for the Lord God
is at work in this thick night of darkness that may be felt.” We appreciated the Family Worship
led by the Young Friends (High School). We enjoyed a lot of singing at the beginning of each
program time. Some of us enjoyed caring for the younger children in the Child Care Program.

We began each day with meeting for worship, followed by meeting for business. We
appointed our own clerks and committees, including a Bike Committee to consider having bikes
on campus next year.

Junior Yearly Meeting has many activities that are lots of fun, including: swimming in the
giant pool and jumping and diving from the boards; Capture the Flag; the movie and
contradance; the Intergenerational Coffeehouse; the storytelling and the Puppet Parade. The 5th
and 6th grade did many great art activities. The 3rd and 4th grade climbed a mountain. The K-
2nd grade enjoyed making masks and drums, wooden constructions, newspaper/tape animals,
origami cranes, God’s eyes and bubbles.

Cuban Friends visited us and joined us for games one morning. The Gates family showed us
slides of their two and a half year stay at Friends Lugulu Hospital in Kenya.

Junior Yearly Meeting is really fun because it only happens once a year. We look forward to
meeting new Friends and playing with old Friends. We feel like one big family.

Sing and Rejoice! (
Junior Yearly Meeting

Epistle Committee: James Edwards, Kate Rosenbaum, Katie Wallace-[-Iodel. Alyssa Foster
Tabutt, Ben Yager, Syretha Brooks, Thomas McCosker, Peter Solbert Sheldon, Nadine Bittues,
Julia Mueller



NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING

Religious Society of Friends 15 Rutherford Place
New York, NY 10003
212-673-5750

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING EPISTLE
1994

To Friends Everywhere,

480 adults and 169 children gathered for the 299th session of New
York Yearly Meeting from July 24 to 30, 1994 at Silver Bay on Lake
George.

Our keynote speaker, Marlene Morrison Pedigo of the Chicago
Fellowship of Friends, brought us a message of renewal through Christ

as the seed. Referring to her childhood on an Iowa farm, she reminded

us of the slow growth of seeds in darkness underground. We try to

remember this process in all of our meetings. A Friend introduced us to

the idea of “pointless significance”: our process is mysterious, full

of seemingly pointless moments whose significance is only later

uncovered. And just as plants grow in a garden, we need the light of

Jesus, a theme brought forth by Noel Palmer of Westbury Monthly

Meeting, during opening worship. Noel also asked us what it meant to be

friends of Jesus “Henceforth I call you not servants but friends.”

(John 15:15). The light of Jesus is abundant. God’s garden is

‘ifinite.
Early Friends realized that the Garden of Eden was replaced with

expulsion from the garden and separation from God, Betty Poister from

Canadian Yearly Meeting explained in Bible study, as she led us to

explore early Friends’ responses to the Bible. Through the life and

power of the Spirit, identified by George Fox as “even one, Christ

Jesus,” she continued, we are enabled to return to the harmony of the

garden. We now find “all things new,” (Rev), a renewed creation of

closeness to God.
By deepening its spirituality and asking itself what it can do to

make its witness more effective and more deeply rooted in faith, the

Renewal Committee told us the Yearly Meeting might be renewed. They

went on to conclude that the only way to renew the Yearly Meeting is

for each individual, each monthly meeting, each regional, quarterly,

and half-yearly meeting, and each committee throughout the Yearly

Meeting to rededicate itself to revitalization.

A young Friend reminded us that children and young adults are an

essential part of renewal. Their nurture and inclusion are vital. In

gardening, one of the greatest challenges to a new plant seeking the

sun’s light is that other more developed plants may inadvertently get

in the way, blocking the natural process of the new plants’ growth

cycle. We see our youth and children as a reminder of the presence of

the Spirit in all our efforts to live more spiritual lives. Many of us

find great joy through the renewal of family relationships and the

intergenerational nature of Yearly Meeting, whee participants of all

.ges worship, work and play together. -

During the pastl7 years, as we have labored over revision of

Faith and Practice, sessions have sometimes been stormy. This year, we,

as the branches of the vine have borne good fruit. This has required

patient cultivation. The Practice section was approved in 1987, and

this year the Yearly Meeting has approved all parts of the Faith



section; most, for final reading. The parts of the Faith section on

Covenant Relationships” and “Children” were given preliminary approval.

Although we have reached a sense of the meeting, we have often grieved

during this process, and some Friends still feel not heard. We pray

that from this pain, may come new growth.

On behalf of New York Yearly Meeting
George Rubin, Clerk



North Carolina Yearly Meeting of the
Society of Friends

(Conservative)
788 W.52nd Street

Norfolk, VA 23508—2026
(804) 489—3946

Seventh Month 16, 1994

To Friends Everywhere:

It is again our privilege to greet you from the
beautiful campus of Chowan College in Murfreesboro, North
Carolina, USA. We have assembled here for spiritual
strengthening in our worship and business sessions, trusting
that we will seek Divine guidance in all of our
deliberations.

The theme of yearly meeting is “Love in Action: Caring
Concerns.” We are striving to make our lives, our words,
and our actions serve our theme and to see the leadings
which may direct us to the uplifting of God’s kingdom here
on earth.

We have considered the State of the Society in our
yearly meeting and in the answers to the queries have found
comfort in successes we have enjoyed. We have determined
that with Divine help we can overcome our weaknesses.

Visiting Friends and friends have added strength to
our sessions. We are grateful for the presence of each
one and trust when they return to you from whom they come,
they will carry a message of love and fellowship which we
feel for each of you.

It is with enthusiasm that we celebrate Vision 400,
“Love in Action: Caring Concerns” with all other Friends in
North Carolina as we commemorate until 1997, 300 years of
the North Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends.

We are conscious of problems, not only in our midst, but
throughout the world and would lend our efforts, however
feeble, to their solution and correction. We trust
that these efforts may be in the spirit of love in action.

With a feeling of our own weakness, we send to each
of you our love and concern and our awareness of God’s
great love and mercy.

Yours in the love of Christ,

George Stabler, clerk





NORTH CAROLINA YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS

f BILLYM. BRITT KEN THAMES
Superintendent Christian Education Director

1994 YEARLY MEETING MESSAGE

To Our Sister Yearly Meetings:

The North Carolina Yearly Meeting Message for 1994 is that Friends will put “Love in
Action” — Be Patterns, Be examples. . . .That your carriage and life may preach. . .George
Fox, 1656. This was the concern of the North Carolina Yearly Meeting 297th Session held
on the Guilford College Campus August 3rd through 6th, 1994.

In his last keynote address as our superintendent, Billy Britt stated, “My family and I
are grateful to the Friends of North Carolina Yearly Meeting for allowing us the great
privilege to minister with you in this particular role for nearly 20 years. It has been a
time of great joy for us as we have worked, worshiped, and fellowshipped with you Friends.
Please be assured of our continued support and interest for the present and for the
future.”

We, the North Carolina Yearly Meeting, will surely miss the spiritual guidance given us
and the christian role model Billy and his family have exemplified before his Friends
everywhere. In his last message to the Yearly Meeting he emphasized a need for a balanced
message as Carolina Quakers. One which embraces Christ-centeredness, faith in the
scriptures as the inspired word of God, a warm evangelical fervor and a life of deep
social concern and service to others. He shared two caring concerns that he felt needed
to be addressed by our fellowship. 1. The racial and cultural diversity in the United
States. 2. The lack of Friends in the large cities. He challenged Friends to take the
unique opportunity and share the “presence of Christ” to a needy world made up of all
races, nations, and cultures. Billy presented a picture of real love in action as we
learn to listen to the hurt around us.

Our special guest speaker was J. Stanley Banker, senior pastor of First Friends Meeting,
Indianapolis, Indiana. He has served as editor of Quaker Life and as Associate
Superintendent of Iowa Yearly Meeting. He is also a well known writer. North Carolina
Yearly Meeting will be enriched and blessed as we apply the principles of his messages in
daily christian living.

Throughout the sessions of worship, Bible study, workshops and discussion groups, we were
encouraged to wait patiently for the Holy Spirit and to direct His teachings laid out in
the scripture to each individual.

There were three names brought forward for recording as ministers this year. May they
speak in such a powerful way that they will decrease as Christ will surely increase among
Friends.

There were three names presented to the Yearly Meeting to be placed under the care of the
Recording Committee.

A slide presentation by the Vision 400 depicted Caring Friends Across North Carolina.

Friends Disaster Service presented a report of helping relieve the needs of others by

repairing and sometimes rebuilding complete dwellings in various areas stricken by natural

misfortunes.

North Carolina Yearly Meeting is challenged today to rise above the differences that would

beset us. It has been said, “The closer we get to Christ, the closer we get to each
other.”

While sharing with you our needs and concerns, we look forward to your sharing with us

about your yearly meeting. Let us continue to unite our hopes, faith and prayers for the

unity God would have us make.

North Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends in sessions August 3—6, 1994

Nancy Holt, Presiding Clerk

5506W. Friendly Avenue, Greensboro, N.C. 27410. Telephone: (910)292-8957. FAX (910) 292•1 905
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Northern Yearly Meeting
of the Religious Society of Friends

EPISTLE

To Friends everywhere:

About 240 Friends met at a 600 acre wooded camp May 27—30, 1994 in
Lake Delton, Wisconsin --a popular, ccmmercia1 tourist area. As we
reflected on our theme, “Voices of the Spirit,” we were reminded
that we are called to be in the world but not of the world. There
are many voices or spirits that are not life-giving, and we must
practice discernment to recognize those voices that are.

So stated Jan Hoffman, our keynote speaker from New England Yearly
Meeting. Jan reminded us that there are many voices but only one
Spirit. While this Spirit often speaks through others, ultimately
it is revealad as a still small voice within the center àf our
being. Jesus reminded his followers that he had to leave them so
that they could hear and know the Holy Spirit or Comforter as a
Living Presence within themselves and not just as an external
authority. As we are faithful to this inward Well of Life, and
with the help of our faith community, we learn to live a life of
integrity and to speak our Truth.

Jan explored with us statements of faith from a.variety of yearly
meeting faith and practices. She affirmed the reality of:. the
spiritual realm experienced by Friends over time and across yé’arly
meetings, and the different voices that give expression to that -
reality. We recognize that many of these different voices exist
within our own yearly meeting and feel challenged to hear each
other out of this diversity “ -

Jan asked of us, “What do we say as a yearly meeting?” and obseed
that it was difficult to discern our corporate voice since we have
no faith and practice of our own. Responding to this challenge,
the Yearly Meeting approved a recommendation of the Ad Hoc Faith
and Practice Committee to move forward in developing a faith and
practice for Northern Yearly Meeting.

Our workshops also addressed the theme, focusing on simplicity,
Quakerism 101, the Parliament of World Religions, the basic Quaker
library, mysticism and the new Quaker hymnal. The
intergenerational listening workshop explored the Biblical passage, -
“You are a Light to the world,” and encouraged us to affirm our
Light and not hide it under a tub

Part of our Yearly Meeting session is listening to the voices of
our constituent worship groups and monthly meetings expressed in :

state of society reports. We were saddened by the news that one
monthly meeting was laid down; heartened by the life and growth in
other meetings; and joyful in welcoming one new monthly meeting to
our community. We felt uplifted by the faithfulness of Friends in
many small meetings and worship groups, particularly three Friends -
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in one group who meet outdoors each First Day throughout the year--

even during the Wisconsin winter.

We learned of the difficulty this year in getting volunteers to

work with our children and youth and were challenged to consider

how we nurture our children. It was noted that most youth program

coordinators were women. We felt further stretched by the need for
many additional volunteers to manage food preparation and clean-up

in the camp setting that many Friends find so vital to our meeting

community.

In spite of these difficulties, a successful program was
implemented for youth of all ages. Greater efforts were made to
involve children in worship and experiences with Friend’s business
practices. Intergenerational activities drew us together such as
worship, swimming, canoeing, crafts, mask-making, campfires,
singing, folk dancing and a teen dance. Children launched a
flotilla of paper lanterns which traced a circle of Light on the
surface of the lake.

We heard many voices during our meetings for business-- the
epistles from other yearly meetings, reports from Quaker
organizations, Friends of African Descent, Ecumenical Partnerships
for Peace and Justice, Friends in Unity with Nature and the
Friendly Folkdancers. Responding to a request from our clerk,
reports made through song, poetry and dance enlivened the meeting
for business and reminded us to walk cheerfully.

Finally, in our meetings for worship we learned again that voices
of the Spirit need our ears to hear. To build community we listen
with our hearts to the different voices of the Spirit, seeking the
Truth that lies beyond our expression of it.

We join with Friends attending the World Conference of Young
Friends in 1985 in saying:

“We seek as people o God, to be worthy vessels, to deliver
the Lord’s transforming Word, to be prophets of joy who know
from experience and can testify to the world as George Fox did
‘That the Lord God is at work in this thick night.”

Jim Greenley -

Clerk
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Northern Yearly Meeting

of the Religious Society of Friends

CHILDREN’ S EPISTLE

To Friends everywhere:

The early elenentary children’s group made and displayed a banner

depicting the voices of the Spirit as they experienced them.

This is a mural; we made it with pride. It says “Voices of

the Spirit” as you can see. We learned to be friends. We

learned to be a good sport. The six things we did were the

mural, serving meals, mail, boats and building planes.

And the pre-school group sings:

“If you are happy and you know it shout hooray. If you are

happy and you know it shout hooray. If you are happy and you

know it and you really want to show it, if you are happy and

your know it SHOUT HOORAY!”

The meeting room loudly echoed with the sounds of happiness.





North Pacific Yearly Meeting
Of the Religious Society of Friends 3311 N.W. Polk

Corvalis, Orego,,
97330

Seventh Month, 1 7, 1994

Loving Greetings to Friends Everywhere.

North Pacific Yearly Meeting gathered for our 22nd annual session held at Corvallis,

Oregon, 7/14 to 1 7, 1 994. During these four days we created a colorful mural of hands that
attested to the presence of 304 adults, 60 Junior Friends, and 71 children. It also reminded us

that “there ara no hands but ours to do God’s work.”

The theme of our gathering was taken from Micah 6:8 — “Do justice, love mercy, and walk

humbly with your God: turning faith into action.” Our Friend in Residence, Mary Garman,

challenged us to know, understand and reclaim the concept of righteousness. Through poetry and

heroic stories she demonstrated that righteousness, justice and peace are part of Creation. She

cautioned us to differentiate between righteousness and self-righteousness, noting that it is

frequently the marginalized and afflicted who call us back into right relationship with others

and with the Divine.

After two years of prayerful consideration and seasoning, the Mulling-over Committee

brought forward proposals for changes in our yearly meeting structure allowing our Steering

Committee to focus on the spiritual well-being of our meetings. We hope that the modification

will allow more effective nurturing and communication among our widely scattered 40

meetings, preparative meetings and worship groups as well as isolated Friends in five states.

Concern for our young people continues to be expressed in the State of Society reports and in

plenary sessions. Our inter-generational worship sharing continued this year. Junior Friends

have representatives on the Mulling-over Committee and Steering Committee; but we must

remain mindful that inclusion of Jr. Friends is an on-going process.

Prior to annual session, Donna Sweeney, Quaker educator, gave a workshop on Qker

religious education for children. She encouraged us to meet children where they are, using

stories, games and exercises to help children discover their own inner wisdom. Throughout the

gathering she provided skillful leadership with the various age groups. Her work touched our

hunger for a deeper ability to nourish our children’s spiritual lives.

This year’s presentation by a Quaker organization was led by the AFSC regional executive

director, Judith Kolokoff, and a panel from the Gay and Lesbian Youth Program. Participating

young people bring a human face and experience to the debate on gay rights. They introduced the

work of Lambert House, a place of safety, fellowship and support for gay youth.

We approved minutes on three concerns: support for the US Peace Tax Fund Bill, which

would provide a legal alternative to paying for war with our taxes; also backing for the Code of

Conduct for Arms Transfers Act as a first step in halting the international arms trade; and a



minute challenging us to find a “Loving Response to Hostility toward Homosexual People.”
Seeing on-going campaigns to establish legal discrimination based on sexual orientation, (
accompanied by escalating violence against sexual minorities, we acknowledge a tendency in
ourselves to “match this energy” by reacting negatively; but we assert that all violence
separates us from ourselves, from God and from each other. As Friends, we seek a response that
arises from the Light within and cares for the human dignity of all people affected by conflict.

We have sensed a growing spirit of willingness to work toward unity. Our annual session
has challenged us with new possibilities for turning our faith into action. Our charge is to be
faithful, even if we are not successful by worldly standards.

Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting,

/ In the Light,

Margçl Abbott, clerk



North Pacific Yearly Meeting
Of the Religious Society of Friends 3311 N.W. Polk

Corvallis, Oregon
97330

7th Month 17, 1994

To Friends Everywhere:

During the past several years we have felt a growing need for a Young Adult Friends group; a
program that could bridge the gap between the Junior Friends Program and the Adult Program
and produce a place to deepen our understanding among our peers.

This year thei1eed grew into act,on when planning began cn Friday, coalcsing over 20 young
people going out for coffee Friday night to plan out course of action. Saturday afternoon, we held
our first business meeting. We formed two core planning committees and elected a temporary
clerk, recording clerk, and treasurer. We planned our first weekend gathering for fellowship

and further organization. It will be held (tentatively) at the Clark Family cabin outside WaHa

Walla, Washington, on August 1 3th and 14th, 1 994.

We were joined by the Young Friends of North America caravan and received their travelling

minute. They offered us their support and guidance, inspiring us with their success and very

existence.

Saturday evening we held our first worship sharing, later joining with the Junior Friends to

dance and celebrate our enduring friendships.

We are still focussing our abundant enthusiasm to generate our vision of ourselves and our

future. “We’re psyched!’1

Peace and Ught

Darcia McDaniel, Acting Clerk, NPYM Young Friends.



North Pacific Yearly MeetinQ
Of the Religious Society of Friends 3311 N.W. Polk (

Corvallis, Oregon
97330

Seventh Month 1 7, 1 994

To Friends Everywhere: Greetings.

Junior Friends’ Camp was held at Scout Lake, a campground near Sisters, Oregon, which, despite
the dust and lack of showers, was a beautiful location. Swimming in the lake provided an
enjoyable respite from the scorching heat. Sunburnt backs notwithstanding, volleyball was also
a favorite pastime. However, camp was more than iust playing in the ‘;n Oi’- worship :h;
sessions focussed on simplicity and religious tolerance and stirred up much emotion. The second
evening of camp we all gathered around the fire for a very successful worship discussion on that
of the Light in everyone. At our final campfire each of us added a stick to the fire as we shared
feelings about our camp experiences.

After our silent walk and a thorough cleaning of our camp, we eagerly departed for Annual
Session and the showers that awaited us there.

While at Yearly, a number of guest speakers visited our group. We also had the opportunity to
meet with the Young Friends of North America Caravan, a group of young adult Quakers visiting
Friends meetings around the country. The Junior Friends, along with younger Friends, joined
the adult groups for an intergenerational worship sharing session, and several stayed with their
groups for the remaining two days as co-leaders.

Throughout both camp and Yearly we, as Junior Friends, maintained a sense of friendship.
Contemplating our queries together, we discovered a lot about each other and ourselves. We
gained a new respect for the Quaker process of worship sharing, which helped us to share our
thoughts with each other and to grow even closer than before.

On behalf of the Junior Friends,

Gabe Schoder-Ehri and Arwen K. Dewey.



North Pacific Yearly Meeting
Of the Religious Society of Friends 3311 N.W. Polk

Corvallis, Oregon
97330

7th Month 17, 1994

To Friends Everywhere: Greetings.

We have had a great time at this Yearly Meeting. It was interesting listening to the people that
came to talk to us. We learned about the Quaker history.

Swimming was great at the Stevenson Natatorium pool. Everybody loved the diving board and
• jacuzzi. It was fun playing Capture-the-lag with all ages.

Sincerely,

Sage Dilts, Beth Mallalieu, Rachel Down, Seamus Horn.

For the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Graders.





NORTHWEST YEARLY MEETING OF

FRIENDS CHURCH
QLAKERS

2CC NORTH MERIDIAN STREET NEWBERO, OREGON -7I4 • O3/ 3N-H • FAX 5O3/S3-41O

July, 1994

Dear Friends Everywhere:

Greetings to you from Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church. The 102nd annual gathering of
Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends convened July 23-29, 1994 on the campus of George Fox College, Newberg,
Oregon, U.S.A.

Our sessions opened with a keynote address by General Superintendent, Joe Gerick. His message dealt
with busyness and activity versus sitting at the feet of Jesus and learning to choose the better part. The
question was asked, “What is the difference between two people, both of whom are practicing the spiritual
disciplines but one is communing with Jesus and the other is not?” The difference between the two Is a ‘turning
of the heart.” One enters into prayer, study, and meditation through duty; the other through desire, the turning
of the heart is from practicing communion through duty to experiencing communion through desire. The
scripture says, “We are saved, by grace through faith.’ Gods grace makes this relationship a free gift but our
faith is the key to receiving this gift.

As Jesus and His disciples were on their way, He came a village where a woman named Martha opened
her home to Him. Her sister, Mary, sat at the feet of Jesus listening to what He said. Martha was distracted by
all of the preparations that had to be made and complained to Jesus saying “Don’t you care that all this work
was left to me? Tell her to help me!” Jesus replied “Martha, Martha, you are worried about many things, but
only one is needed, Mary has chosen the better part which not be taken away from her.” Luke 10:38-42.

Dr. Calvin Miller was the featured speaker. He serves on the faculty of Southwestern Theological

( .miniry in Fort Worth, Texas. Dr. Miller is a professor of Communications and Ministry Studies. His theme
-r this series of sermons was Communion with God. Daily topics included Spiritual Merger, Barrier to
Inwardness, Needle’s Eye, and Magnificent Compulsion. The scriptural background and authority bases for these
sermons was taken from the book of First Corinthians.

Harold Antrlm was welcomed as Associate Superintendent of Northwest Yearly Meeting. Harold attended
George Fox College and served for 20 years as senior pastor of Boise Friends Church, Boise, Idaho. We are
thankful to have Harold filling this position, and ask God’s blessing upon him and his leadership of Northwest
Yearly Meeting.

It was a time of blessing and joy to welcome and record the following Friends as ministers of Northwest
Yearly Meeting: Bruce Bishop, Dan Austin and Peggy Parsons.

A total of thirty.six workshops were offered during the week. They included: Missions, Introductions
to Parenting, Setting Boundaries, Recovery: Chemical Addiction and Compulsive Behavior, Performance versus
Grace, and making a difference in the world. These and many others were available throughout this session.
All were well received and served to bless and help those who attended.

Superintendent Joe Gerick reported to the Representatives that he attended a four.day prayer summit

in January of 1994 with pastors of many denominntions from the Portland, Oregon area. They did not theologize
about prayer, they did not teach about prayer, they prayed. God moved. Hearts were healed. Pastors were
refreshed and blessed. Our churches are encouraged to make it possible for their pastors to attend these events.
It would be time and money weU spent. His closing statement was: Let us join together in prayer that God will
have His way with us and use us according to His divine will this coming year. Amen. Let it be!.

Sincerely in Christ,

Mark Ankeny
Presiding Clerk

are my friends ii you dc what I ccmmand.” f’hn 15:14 ,‘\I\,’

JOSEPH A. GERICK HAROLD ANTRIM BRUCE BISHOP

cneraI Superintendent Associate Superintendent Murh upcrinrendenr



Was your yearly meeting as warm as ours? We’ve had a great
time learning about how Jesus cares for us and how we can share
everything with Him.

We’ve had fun in our preschool with many different kinds of
learning centers and activities. We spend our afternoons playing in
the water and resting up for the rest of the day’s activities.

Our grade schoolers spend their days out at Tilikum Day
Camp participating in a Kingdom Safari, and their evenings are spent
learning about praying to our great and mighty God. We also have
a lot of craft projects we can choose to do during our free time.

It’s been a great year and we hope to put into practice in the
coming year all we’ve learned during our Yearly Meeting sessions.

May you also grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord,
Jesus Christ.
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NORTHWEST YEARLY MEETING OF

FRIENDS CHURCH
(QUAKERS)

2 NORTh MERiDIAN STREET NEWBERG, OREGON 97I322714 503 / 538-94)9 • FAX 503/538.91)0

July, 1994

Greetings Friends from the children of Northwest Yearly Meeting!
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BRUCE BISHOP
Superintendent of Youth
Office: 503/538-9419
FAX: 503/538-9410
Home: 503/538-1352

-

NORTHWEST YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS • 200 NORTH MERIDIAN • NEWBERG, OREGON 97132-2714

July, 1994

Greetings to Friends-young and old alike:

Youth Yearly Meeting gathered this week on the campus of George Fox College, Newberg,
Oregon anticipating a time of fellowship, friendship, and fun. We also desired to grow in Christ
and come to know Him better as a personal Savior to us all.

We have felt an incredible sense of community and unity among our group this week. We
found new appreciation for the Quakerly tradition of open worship as we gathered in silence before
the Lord and let Him speak within us and teach through us.

Following an intergenertional ice cream social and an evening “youth night’ service, we
received much support from the adults of our Yearly Meeting and felt successful in helping to unite
the gap between generations.

God has also set in our hearts the willingness to serve and give back to our world. In
response we helped raise money for hearing aids for a deaf child in Israel. We also made a trip to
Portland to work in a low income housing project.

As we explored and discussed the issues of racial and gender equality in our class sessions
we were motivated as Christians and as Friends to show Christian love by striving to put others
above ourselves.

We enjoyed our Yearly Meeting speaker, Calvin Miller, and his ability to relate to everyone
with humor as well as with a deep wisdom of the knowledge of God. He challenged us to try to live
as Jesus lived and as youth to embrace Christ in our lives and let Him lead us on to accomplish
great things.

“The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit.” Philippians 4:23

In Him,

Northwest Yearly Meeting Senior High Youth

“In all my prayers for all of you, I always pray with joy, being confident
of this: that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion

until the day of Jesus Christ.’ Philippians 1:4-6 NIV

( FRIENDS YOUTH



July, 1994

Greetings to Yearly Meetings everywhere:

The junior high youth are having fun getting together to worship the Lord and getting to know
one another. We started off the week by having a BBQ at Tilikum. We watched the Youth
Challenged Through Arts in Ministry (YCAM) team perform and were challenged by their message.
The youth slide show of this year’s events reminded us of memories that we shared together.

This year we learned about different religions - Mormonism and Jehovah’s Witnesses. We
learned how to witness to them and to love them, but not what they believe in.

We visited Friendsview Manor and sang along with those in the health center. We enjoyed the
stories and decreasing the generation gap.

It has been an enjoyable experience. We have spent time sharing stories and laughing. We have
developed a deep fellowship in Christ’s love.

InHim,

Northwest Yearly Meeting Junior High Youth



Q3bIo car1p ccEin of ffrienb
61830 SANDY RIDGE RD. BARNESVILLE, OHIO 43713

Eighth Mcinth 13, 13,34

Ti:’ Friends everywhere

Dear Friends,

We have gathered ‘:‘n’:e acjain with c:mmc’n intenti’:’n cf placing C’LtrSelveS
at the feet cf Christ Jesus, cf cipening curselves ti: the transforming
wc’rk cf His inward tea’:hinq in cur hearts as we cc’ndu’:t the business of
cur yearly meetinci.

In cne cf cLir quarterly meetings’ answers ti: a query :ame thoughts which
might well guide Lfl act icns in many situat i’:’ns: “When troubled with
ancither’s a:ticns we find it helpful ti: pray fc’r the pers’:’n c’ver a

per ii:id cf time. The result is that we are scftened and cpened to the
Hc’ly Spirit sc that the sitLlaticn can be handled mc’re sensitively.”

We must avoid surrender ing ti: the temptat ion to admcn ish people in cur
ciwn pc’wer. Rather, we need tc seek divine guidance in prayer that is
cipen tc’ the tendering influen’:e ,:if I::hrist within, sc’ that we ‘:an ciffer
counsel in the spirit cf I::hrist. “There are alsc. times when we must

realize that the Lord is doing a special w’:rk in the life cf anc’ther and
we must nct sm’:t her it by mur c’wn react ic’ns. “ These sLiggest ions
cc’n:erninq interacti:ns with :‘thers wciuld be as helpful amcng cther
Friends as they it sh:’uld he within ‘:ur ciwn meetincis.

siqnifi:ant :n:ern at this yearly meeting was preaching the goc’d news
that the same Jesus I::hrist whc’ sp’:’ke riqhte’:’usness to His dis’:iples is
n’:’w revealing Truth in cur hearts. This is the message that I3eorge Fox
and cther early Friends preached ti: a spiritually hungry world. In
unity with first—qenerat i:n Fr iends we recc’gnize that Jesus is cur
heavenly prophet wh’:’ imparts 6cd’ s guidance inwardi y Members cf cur
yearly meeting have travei.ed in Jesus’s spirit t:’ such places as
Cal i forn ia, Oregcn, N:rth flar,:,l ma, Enql and, Denmark, and Norway to share
in the experience -f Jesus’s presence when we gather in His name.

Rick Judy, cf the Churi:h of the E’rethren, spc4::e tc us c’f the act ivit ies
c’f the northeast Ohio New Cal 1 tc’ FeacemaI:ing, c’f which we are a part.
Members :f ‘:‘ur yearly meeting plan ti: partii:ipate in Tenth Mcnth in a
New Call wc’rkshc’p cn the theme cf rec:n’:iliatic’n in the Lcird’s spirit.

We r ec’:icjn j ed the need fcr re’:c’n’: ii iat i’:n am’:ng c’ur selves as we met in
an evening sessi:’n f,:ir a time cf healing. We were also made keenly
aware cf the great need in the w:irld f:r such rec’:n:iliation as we
listened tc’qether ti: a letter from a Rwandan Friend whi’:h witnessed tc’
6i:d’s great saving p:iwer in the face cf human suffering.

a yearly meeting we seem tci have entered mt’: a time :if healing amc’ng
:urselves and also cf in’:reasinq spiritual cutreach. We pray that these

m:’vements may ccclr amc’nQ the 1 ives cf Fr iends everywhere.

On behalf ,f Ohi:’ Yearly Meeting,

: —

L 4-- 1

Susan S. Smith, clerk
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( OHIO VALLEY
‘f YEARLY MEETING

of the Religious Society of Fnends
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174Th SESSION

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, GEORGETOWN KENTUCKY

Rltitim MONTE 3-7, 1994
To All Friends Everywhere

Greetings

The west wind has driven storm clouds far to the east leaving the
pole star shining clearly in the night sky. A mournful whistle
cries out in the dark and a train rumbles of f into the distance
leaving the soul to contemplate the coming of another day. The
session closed well before darkness fell and Friends were gone as
quickly as they caine. These words are sent to tell what happened
here

What is the message of Quakerism? This query drew us together and
echoed in our ears each time we met. To it we added these: Who
are we as men and womyn? What is our vision of the Social Order?
Who are we as a faith community? What is the experince of Friends
beyond the bounds of our Anglo-Saxon origins? The ghosts of
ancient Friends whispered their responses deep within our memories.
Our children released their replies like soap bubbles on a summer’s
breeze. Young Friends sang and danced and in a puckish way held a
mirror to the dark side of our natures, reminding us that there are
places in our lives in need of a double measure of the Light. To
these voices we added our own experiences that we all might know
afresh the wellspring of our faith.

At last, the budget passed. We gave more to the work of Friends
than we had in the year dust past. Reports were given by our
representatives to the wider world of Friends. Officers and
committees were set in place for the year to come. In threshing
sessions we sought to clarify the doing of our faith. We even
struggled hard with how to chronicle what we do. With practiced
hand the business was dispatched as had been done one hundred and
seventy-three (173) times before.

(Over)

Michael J. Faflohay, clerk • 4240 Cornelius Avenue • Indianapolis. IN 46238 USA • 317/923-8880



Worship is coming once again to be the center of our gathering. In
recent memory we met only once a session to seek the Light Within.
But in this place, we repeatedly fell into silence to hear that
voice which is often overshouted. From that Holy Stillness first
one and then another would rise to speak of the soul’s hunger for
close communion and a just and peaceful world.

There are those among us for whom Jesus is the Center. Still
others who do not claim the Nazarene but speak lovingly of the
Light. With tentative steps we are drawing closer to each other,
hearing with a different ear the longing behind the language which
in the past had put us of f. Now we sit at table and tel]. one
another of our journey and for a moment walk side by side.

The diversity of experience shared by distant Friends aided us in
this. With simplicity, they spoke of the pain of being gay and
before one of the great pillars of Dutch society; the evangelical
power of Bolivian Friends; the struggles with deaths from war and
AIDS in Uganda. And “the power of the Lord was over all.”

The vitality of our children was wonderous. And so manyl More
children and youth than in recent memory. Deep into a cave to find
the Light within a great darkness. Parties late into the night. T
shirts, games and peals of laughter. Simple declarations of faith
and honest expressions of confusion and struggle. They are our
sons and daughters with whom we are well pleased. As the session
closed we could say with great joy: “The Liqht shines in the
darkness and the darkness has never overcome it.”

On behalf of the Yearly Meeting
and in Jesus’ love,

7LatQ. 5&Q4ç
Michael J. F lahay, Clerk



TEEN EPISTLE
OHIO VALLEY YEARLY MEETING 1994

For many young Friends, this past week lead to many spiritual and adventurous experiences that

ranged from meaningful worship sharing to ripping hairbrushes out of various individual’s hair.

One of the most meaningful experiences was our caving trip. We started out by cleaning up the

caves as our service project and then continued exploring. Most of the time was spent in water and

slipping on mud and although we came out cold, wet, and tired, it was an overall experience that

no one will forget.

Something that also left a good impression on us was a play on gender peace presented by YFNA

which led to an invigorating discussion. This play helped to give new insights to many topics facing

us as teens.

A discussion with Hans Weening helped us to let out frustrations about teen-adult relationships.

We also discussed different customs and languages of European young Friends and their activities

during Yearly Meetings of Europe.

As the planning committee for the intergenerational games, we teens came up with many original

games which made a lasting impression on the adults.

We contributed many of our hidden talents to the variety show including our abilities to cross dress,

our suppertime showmanship, and the ability to pick pockets.

We left yearly meeting feeling a sense of unity with each other. We had a great time and Look

forward to coming back next year.

YOUNG FRIENDS AGE 9-12 EPISTLE

OHIO VALLEY YEARLY MEETING 1994

We participated in a lot of overall good activities. Making paper mache planets was really messy.

Clay was fun; getting it all fired in time was not. The same day we made buttons. Some of us had

to make the same button over up to three times. We kept some and sold all that we wanted to.

We made dream catchers. They were really easy to make and fun.

We played lots of soccer. Ryan was an obstacle on the field.

On Thursday afternoon we took a trip to a thoroughbred horse farm and to a nature sanctuary.

The horse farm was fun. They showed us their trailers. We saw a 31 year old pony. There wasn’t

enough time at the nature sanctuary! Some kids made it down to the creek. The counsellors got

drink boxes there.

Then we played soccer. Everyone got hurt at least once this week.

Then we did intergenerational tie-dyeing. We need a lot more dye next year! It was really fun.

Uta was running around naked. We made lots of clothes with tie dye and sold some shirts.

We played more soccer. Remember “Mr. Card,” Matt?



Some of us danced and sang “It’s a Small World” at the variety show. In the morning we played
soccer. Goalie Andrew got three kicks on the shin.

We made sandwiches really fast and cookies for the homeless shelter. One man at the shelter had
a plateful of cookies for lunch. We played with some of the shelter kids on their playground.
Remember the family with five Pauls?

We’ve made $30 and hope to make more to pay for the food for the shelter. The sandwiches we
took from here weren’t as good as the ones we made.

The Children’s Museum was very fun for all the kids who went. The bubble factory, soil erosion,
the plane and telephones were all big hits.

And overall we stayed up really late at night and had a good time. See you in Cincinnati!

YOUNG FRIENDS AGE 0-5 EPISTLE
OHIO VALLEY YEARLY MEETING 1994

This year we had 17 children between the ages of birth (the youngest child was four days old at the
beginning of yearly meeting) and five years old.

They rode bikes, swam in the pooi, played with older children, went hiking, made bubbles, went to
Children’s museum, went to horse park, watched Free Willy, slept, colored, played with cars, had
fellowship with older children. Older brothers and sisters worked with us on art activities.



PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

To Friends Everywhere,

Loving greetings from the 48th annual gathering of Pacific Yearly
Meeting, held this year in Chico, California.

We came to this gathering burdened with the turmoil of the world and
feeling a need to nurture each other and renew our faith. As we
followed the thread of our theme “Creating the World We Yearn For,” we
discovered that we are indeed yearning for a different world.
Globally, we are facing the rapid deterioration of the environment and
the disintegration of our social fabric. We are reminded that we often
do not have answers to the complex and overwhelming problems of the
world. We are called to seek new answers lovingly, with honesty and
humility.

We welcomed five Friends from other nations, visiting with us before
the FWCC triennial in New Mexico. A Cuban Friend suggested to us that
“the world is where we are,” that we must face the problems before us.
Yet in worship, our thoughts often turned to violence in Bosnia and
Rwanda. The killings in Rwanda, especially, challenge our faith. We
struggle to comprehend the killings; to recognize in ourselves
comparable seeds of hatred.

We celebrate the creation of Friends House Moscow. We’ve long held a

( concern for this region and, with the love and support of many Friends
throughout Europe and North America, we are excited to see this concern
blossom into Friends House Moscow. We send it our prayers and lovingly
hold in the Light the Russian Worship Groups.

We continue to search for ways to enrich our lives as Friends. Twice
we gathered in experimental worship to receive gifts of music, poetry,
stories and dance. We are exploring ways to better hear the concerns
of young adult Friends among us and fully integrate them into Yearly
Meeting. In productive working sessions we considered the myths and
realities of immigration issues in California; our own personal
struggles with the peace testimony; concerns about population growth
and U.S. overconsumption; and other issues.

We are grateful to the committee rewriting our Faith and Practice for
working so hard to include all of us in their process. They have given
us the opportunity to revisit our Testimonies, and we are again
reminded that above all we are seeking Divine Truth. We struggle to
listen for that Truth, striving to remain open to new revelations of
the Light. We ask f or your prayers that we may remember this is our
task.

Yours in the Light,

Ellie Huffman, P esiding Clerk
Pacific Yearly Meeting
August 7, 1994
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Pacific Yearly Meeting 1994 Young Friends Epistle

To Friends Everywhere:

From August third through seventh, the Young Friends of Pacific
Yearly Meeting met at Chico’s Craig Hall. As in past years, we
were troubled by the loss of members both within Young Friends and
in the transitions in and out of the group. Many Friends felt the
need for a stronger foundation in Quaker beliefs and reexamination
of the place of Quaker testimonies in a changing world. To address
these concerns, we invited members of greater Pacific Yearly
Meeting (PYM) to a dialogue in which we discussed the relationship
of Young Friends to greater PYM and the need for a greater emphasis
on Quaker tradition. We were, encouraged by the participation of
older Friends in various intergenerational discussions and feel a
need for their guidance in Quaker practice and spirituality. To
help new members feel comfortable within Young Friends, we proposed
some type of welcoming process to introduce them to our close—knit
group.

We also felt frustrated that the short duration of PYM (four days)
forced us to choose between full fellowship with other Young
Friends and interaction with greater PYM. As in past years, we
expressed the desire for a restructuring of PYM towards a greater
emphasis on fellowship and spirituality. With our realization of
our need to change direction has come a new sense of empowerment
and purpose. We are attempting to organize quarterly Young Friends
gatherings to strengthen our growing sense of community.

Together we took a trip to an idyllic swimming hole where we
climbed slippery rocks to launch ourselves into the deep pools. We
find here a metaphor for the challenges we faced this year. From
those turbulent waters of confusion and doubt, we climbed up to the
rock platform, discovering our desires and needs for the future.
As we leap from the rock, we hope not to fall back into confusion
and disorder, but to fly, and discover our new home within our
meeting and within ourselves.

Young Friends of Pacific Yearly Meeting
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

August 7, 1994

Hello to Friends worldwide,

This year JYM got off to a great start. This years
congregation consisted of over sixty teens ranging from ages twelve
to eighteen. Junior friends came from many places this year. Both
Northern and Southern California sent strong contingents. We also
had friends join us from the John Woolman School and from faraway
places like exotic Hawaii.

The food was a definite improvement over last years Walker
Creek. There were still many complaints that the grub was not up
to the high standards of the local McDonalds, Taco Bell, or
Safeway.

We were granted the honor of using a brand newly refurbished
room. Unfortunately we did not realize this. We proceeded to
destroy the room with reckless abandon. The food provided by Craig
Hall gave us the perfect ammunition. Needless to say several
popcorn and pillow fights ensued. We used the numerous couches as
makeshift forts and rearranged them to suit our needs.

Well, when we awoke on Wednesday we were surprised to find out
we had been successfully evicted from our lush estate. With no
where left to hold our meetings we wandered around like the
Homeless.

Every year, at the beginning of Yearly meeting, JYM puts on
skits about rules we should follow. Rules such as no drugs, and
“no baby making,” were presented in a serious, yet comedic fashion.

In a atterrpt to fight for our rights a committee was formed to
talk to the Craig Hall staff, to apologize and to volunteer our
support. After some major persuasions by some PYM elders and some
reconsideration by Craig Hall staff we were granted our room back,
under certain circumstances of course.

Leslie Howard led an interest group. She introduced a fun way
of both getting to know each other, and telling the story of our
name. We went around the circle saying our names, where they
originated, and any other background we liked to share. We learned
a lot more about ourselves, and each other.

Friday night, we were blessed by a magical intergenerational
dance. The D.J. played a broad spectrum of music, ranging from
1940’s hits to 90’s rap. Together we felt it was one of the best
dances in JYM history.



Worship fellowship was an enlightening experience for friends
young and old. We took advantage of the cultural differences and (
generation gaps by finding a common ground.

The JIM conunittee decided we should expand our knowledge of
Quaker process. An adult visited our business meeting to teach us
about the importance of silence, speaking through the clerk, and
finding a sense of the meeting. There was some controversy about
using the traditional quaker process. Overall, it was a good
learning experience.

JYM joined some 200 other quaker friends as well as Chico
peace activists. We celebrated Hiroshima day as well as worldwide
nuclear disarmament. We were greeted by multiple local news teams
to report our silent vigil.

Upon our departure to the designated campsite, the other
friends were appreciative that the noise level would decrease to
somewhat bearable levels. Our campsite was located near Mount
Lassen. The near by creek was cold, never the less, a few of us
went swimming. We played hide and go seek, sang campfire songs,
and roasted marshmallows. The group even managed 10 minutes of
worship.

The following day, a few of us visited the second largest
municipal park in the nation, right here in Chico. We volunteered
to thin some of the area vegetation. Unfortunately, poison oak was
abundant in our work area.

This year’s location played a very big part in luring many
JYMers. After last years site, we were all yearning for
civilization. Chico provided most of what we were looking for.
For starters, Craig Hall provided excellent facilities for our
usage. The grounds included a much needed swimming pool. Chico’s
regularly warm weather, forced us to use the pool whenever we had
the chance. The rooms provided for us also had excellent air
conditioning. It provided a great space for all the JYMers to
socialize. Craig Hall also provided a rad field for camping and
our notorious capture the flag games. Relocating out of the
boonies provided much needed convenience. A 7—11 down the street
gave us everything we needed, from slurpees to Jolt cola, and Ding
Dongs to Beef jerky. We were truly fulfilled.

Peace and friendship

Pacific Junior Yearly Meeting



PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Pacific Yearly Meeting 1994 Children’s Program Epistle

To Friends Everywhere:

The children offer their epistle in the form of a poster presented
to PYM. They answered the Query: “What do you think about in silent
Worship?”

I want to go out. TO BE NOISY
I think about what the topic is I’m bored

NOTHING stars and night time LUNCH!
I count all the squares on the ceiling.

I count all the shoes. I count all the BARE FEET.
I can’t sit still that long.

I think about love, future stuff and boys.
When I’m in meeting I think about what they’re discussing.
WAITING ON GOD

When it’s going to be OVER.
I think about how I can get out of here. I would just walk out.

I count how many people cough and sneeze.
I count all the shoes and people.

How calm the silence is.
I look for that piece of god inside of us.

To me it’s inside my heart
And my brother, it’s in his pocket
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Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting of the Friends Church
Epistle

From Friends gathered at the 38th annual sessions of Rocky Mountain Yearly
Meeting to Friends gathered for worship and business around the world: may the Light of

Christ be the Light that is followed, the Love of Christ be the Love that fills you, and the

Mind of Christ dwell richly in each heart.

intimacy Wit/i Go f/ic Key to A wakening was the theme for these sessions as we

continue with our Yearly Meeting-wide emphasis on prayer.

Our guest speaker, Dr. Dick Eastman, is the international president of Every Home

for Christ. Because of the emphasis of this worldwide ministry of house-to-house

evanelism. we have once again been made aware of the zlobal prayer movement which

crosses denominational boundaries with evidences of God’s hearing and faithful response

to God’s people.

We are anticipating the dedication, groundbreaking, and completion of the first

phase of a new dining hall complex at Quaker Ridge (‘amp this summer of 1994.

We praised the Lord as we accepted the four churches from Rough Rock as

official monthly meetings of Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting. Those churches are Rough

Rock Friends Church, Oak Ridge Friends Church, Red Ridge Friends Church, and Baa

Ninailyahii Friends Church.

It was with a sense of unity that Friends accepted a statement of our position on

two issues which are polarizing our society and the church: homosexuality and abortion.

homosexuality: God, as Creator, created male and female in His image.

According to scripture, sexuality is a symbol of the relationship between God and the

Church, the bride of Christ.
RMYM believes that there is an objective truth regarding homosexuality and that it

may be found in His Word and from various sources which do not conflict with His Word.

RMYM takes the position that appropriate sexuality is to be expressed through the joining

of one man and one woman in marriage. Any other expression of eroticized sexuality is

considered inappropriate, outside of God’s will, and therefore sinful.

Human beings, as fallen creatures, manifest their sinfulness in many ways,

including within the expression of their sexuality. The provision for this fallenness is

forgiveness through Jesus’ atonement. This provision is available for all people, dependent

only on their relationship with Jesus Christ. Therefore, RMYM takes the position that

lesbians, homosexuals and bisexuals are to be welcomed into our fellowships and offered

the ministry of discipleship and reconciliation as it is offered to any other person. Any

lesser treatment of these persons is to judge and condemn God’s creation, which is also

outside of God’s will and therefore sinful. All sexual sin separates from God and cannot be

endorsed.



Abortion: RMYM recognizes that married people, single mothers and pregnant

teenagers have tremendous needs when facing an unwanted pregnancy. It is our position
that the gospel of Jesus Christ mandates our advocacy on behalf of those who are faced
with an unwanted pregnancy. it is our position that it is God’s will for us to offer a

practical ministry through education, discipleship and reconciliation to extend help to meet

the needs of mothers who might turn to abortion when their children will be be born into

families that are not prepared or willing to care for them.
RMYM recognizes and affirms only one Authority. In the matter of abortion, it is

our firm conviction that life begins at conception. God is the creator of life. The practice

of abortion violates the will of God and is therefore sinful.
RMYM recognizes and affirms God’s forgiveness and grace which covers those

who sin either by withholding ministry from pregnant women or by aborting their own or

another’s baby. May the Holy Spirit, Who convicts of sin, comfort all who face an

unwanted pregnancy. May His people offer His grace, truth and practical ministry in such

situations.

Becky Towne
Publications Committee Chairperson
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Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting of the Friends Church
Youth Epistle

June, 1994

From Friends gathered at the 38th annual sessions of Rocky Mountain
Youth Yearly Meet in to Friends gathered for worship and business around the
world: May God’s love and grace continue to be evident as your faith and
trust in Him grow.

“Sharinrj th Fth and Fcn Fi’e’ “as th’ h-’e r ‘-“t-l sesscns.
Our speaker was Paul Romoser, Youth Pastor of Haviland Friends Church, MAYM.
He spoke of standing firmly in your beliefs, sharing th without hesitation
and not being ashamed of why you believe. Judy Van Meter, First Denver
Friends Church, taught workshops on Peer counseling, which ntivated all to
become caTpassionate listeners.

Each year YYM participates in an off-can-pus activity. This year we went
water—skiiny and boating on Pueblo Reservoir. It was a time of fellowship and
learning to appreciate God’s beautiful creation.

it is our desire to encourage youth in all yearly meetings to stand upon
the word of God through good and had times, showing faith to all who see and
hear us.

Peace be with you a11.

P,nter Crane
Presiding Clerk, RMYYM
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WILMINGTON YEARLY MEETING
of the ReIiious Society of Friends

Pyle Center Box 1194. Wilmington Ohio 45177

Wilmington Yearly Meeting, 7th Month, 1994
103rd Session Epistle

To All Friends, Everywhere,
Greetings!

Friends from eastern Tennessee and southwestern Ohio gathered on the
campus of Wilmington College, in Wilmington, Ohio for the 103rd session of the
Wilmington Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, 6-10 July, 1994.

These closing years of the twentieth century present Friends with innumerable,
and sometimes daunting, opportunities and challenges. As Friends ponder the world
in which they are called to live and to serve they are also faced in many quarters
with the questions of purpose, direction, identity and even survival. And yet, as
Friends gathered, they met not in despair, but with renewed hope.

If one word could characterize the general tone and mood of this year’s
gathering it would be celebratory.’ Attendance was generally higher than in past
years. An ‘air of positiveness” seemed to pervade many meetings.

The theme this year was “Bringing Everyone to the Teacher Within.” Keynote
and Bible Meditation speaker, Daniel Smith-Christopher, Associate Professor of
Theology (Old Testament) and Director of Peace Studies Department of Theological
Studies Loyola Maryniount University in Los Angeles, drew from the rich and
powerful images and metaphors from the Old Testament books of Ezra, Jonah, and
Daniel to give us a portrait of the work of the “Inward Teacher.” He reminded us
that Christ, the “Inward Teacher” see,s to uphold our identity as a people of God
(Ezra); sends us into the world (Jonah); and empowers us to speak truth to power
(Daniel).

Christine Eileen Hadley Snyder, member of Dayton Friends Meeting and the
clerk of the Friends World Committee for consultation’s Bi-lingual Communication
Committee, brought this year’s Peace Lecture, which she entitled “What Have Friends
Been Called to Do?” Calling upon the examples of Friends from Fox to the present
she reminded us that “Quaker activism, whatever its outward manifestations, rightly

OCL LOCATION Wilmington College Thomas Kelly Religious Center 513 3822491



comes from within, from the stirrings of a tender conscience responding to the
moving of the Divine Spirit; from listening to the Inward Teacher.’ Observing that in (
southwest Ohio and east Tennessee the numbers of Friends are dwindling, that
Friends impact on culture and society has lessened, and that Friends have suffered
from years of division and accepting the norms (and evils) of the popular culture, she
asked Friends, “Is it time to begin a new testimony of plain speech--one of civility
and affirmation and integrity?” She closed her address with the words of Stephen
Cary, Chairman of the American Friends Service Committee who wrote in 1979, “Our
faith offers us no relief because it assures us that love overcomes and overcomes
universally; its only limits are the imperfections of our own imagination and the
inadequacies of our own will in its application. And if we would speak to our
moment of history as others have spoken before us, I think our first responsibility is
to ‘Be still, and know that I am God.”

Coinciding with celebrating the “Inward Teacher”, we also recognized the
“Outward Teacher” as Friends expressed gratitude for the life and work of Friend T.
Canby Jones at a reception held in his honor on Wednesday evening. T. Canby Jones
later brought the message at the Sunday morning Meeting for Worship held in Boyd
Auditorium on the Wilmington College Campus.

The report of the Committee on Training and Recording to Ministry and
Counsel celebrated that four individuals have been under the care of the Recording
Committee during this past year. In addition, four more candidates have been
presented to begin the recording process.

The Friday Evening USFW-Quaker Men’s Banquet was attended by 177
Friends. The evening featured speakers were Paul and Winnie Enyart of Greenfield,
Indiana, who served as Friends missionaries in central America. They have visited
Friends in Cuba recently and showed slides of their trip and shared needs of the
area. Several packages of goods were collected for Cuba Friends during Yearly
Meeting sessions.

On Saturday afternoon Friends gathered for a special picnic celebration
honoring professional teachers who are or have been members of Wilmington Yearly
Meeting. Special presentations were made and a skit performed.

As the 103rd session of the Wilmington Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends draws to a close we invite Friends everywhere to renew listening
to their Inward Teacher that we may continue to bridge our differences, strengthen
and uphold our identity as a gathered people, be empowered to go into the world to
work for effective change, and when necessary speak truth to power.

Marvin E. Hall, Executive Secretary
D. Neil Snarr, Presiding Clerk



Pyle Center Box 1194. Wilmtnton. Ohio 45177

Wilmington Yearly Meeting Young Friends Epistle, 7th month, 1994

Greetings to Young Friends world wide,

On July 6, 1994, we all met at Wilmington Friends Meeting. Our theme was
“Bringing Everyone to the Teacher Within’t. We attended the Keynote Address that
evening, and Daniel Smith-Christopher, lecturer, helped us celebrate the success of
T. Canby Jones. Daniel was also our Bible worship leader.

Later on that evening and throughout the morning, we had a Rock-A-Thon, to
raise money to help pay expense to Youthquake ‘94. We also raised money during
the week by having a very successful car wash in the Wal-Mart Plaza.

Ron Rembert, Wilmington College Religion and Philosophy Professor, led our
discussion group throughout the week. In our first session we talked about George

C Fox’s Epistle on the Teacher within. He related that to the way advertisements can
mislead us. During the second session with Ron, we talked about the Golden Rule--
Do unto others as you would have them do to you-- and the meaning of love. At
our third session, we rewrote George Fox’s Epistle into modern language.

We also had fun during Yearly Meeting. We went canoeing on the Little
Miami River, we went to McDonald’s to say “farewell” to Bryan Fay who was leaving
for the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage in Europe. We formed a Young Friend’s Yearly
Meeting Choir and performed during the final Sunday Morning Worship session.

Mark Hackney, Presiding Clerk - Chester Friends Meeting
Jennifer Mitchell, Assistant Presiding Clerk - Cuba Friends Meeting
Lydia Godfrey, Recording Clerk - Chester Friends Meeting
Somer Arehart, Assistant Recording Clerk - New Burlington Friends

Meeting

WILMINGTON YEARLY MEETING
of the Re1iious Society of Friends

OFFICE LOCATION Wilmington College Thomas Kelly Religious Center 513 3822491



Wilmington Yearly Meeting Junior Friends Epistle - 7th month, 994

We heard stories about hurricanes, storms, shelters for the homeless, and
Friends Disaster Service. We did some plays and learned about the stories of the
Prodigal Son and the Wise Builder and the Foolish Builder. We sang lots of songs.
We played games and had extra recess. We ate lots of snacks and pizza. We did art
work. We had a magic show and our leaders made us workout hard.

We want you to pray for people who are sad because someone died and for
the homeless people.
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W‘7fv’J Western Yearly Meeting of Friend Church
317-839-2789

Plainfield, Indiana 46168

C. WAYNE CARTER
General Superintendent August 6, 1994

DELLA STANLEY-GREEN
Associate Superintendent -

JAMES G. JOHNSON
Clerk

To Friends Everywhere:

Friends gathered for the 137th Annual Sessions of Western Yearly Meeting on our
beautiftilly serene grounds in Plain.field, Indiana, USA during an unusually cool Eighth Month,
three through six, 1994.

Words of encouragement and concern were received from Friends throughout the world
by way of written epistles from 32 yearly meetings and visitors from 11 yearly meetings.

Our theme “Friends Called Into the 21st Century: Knowing Jesus Christ, Who Speaks to
Our Condition” was an organizing refrain in thoughts expressed in the traditional quietness of
gathered worship, in the weighty sharing of Friendly Concerns, in a new experience of a Concert

of Prayer and Praise and in the welcomed harmony we rediscovered in our fellowship and
celebration.

Gifted speakers picked up our theme throughout the week. Our condition was spoken to

through the reports, challenges and workshops presented by our Boards and Affiliate Bodies; In

words that counted both the cost and the joy of living in the Presence, Linda Selleck brought us

the Quaker Lecture, “Free to Cross the Color Line: Quaker Women Educators and Race During

the Civil War Era.” C. Wayne Carter’s keynote remarks gave us an honest evaluation of our
present condition and pointed us towards a Spirit-led vision for the future. Johan Maurer’s
stirring devotional messages on our theme called us to experience repentance. healing, vision and
liberation.

During our business sessions three individuals were recorded as ministers of the Gospel

among Friends. Reaching outside our local meetings we reaffirmed our financial support and
faith in the direction and ministry of Friends United Meeting.

We extend a challenge to Friends everywhere to listen to the voice of Jesus Christ as He
speaks to our present condition so that we might leap for joy into a future under the guidance of

the Holy Spirit.

On behalf of Western Yearly Meeting,

6ZM1 4m
-

. James G. Johnson, Clerk

Serving Friends in Western Indiana and Eastern Illinois . --
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Yearly Meeting of the
. . . . . . .

Religious Society of Friends in Britain y
Friends House 173-17 Euston Road London NW1 2Bl

-

Tel: 0171 387 3601 Fax: 0171 388 1977
Recording Clerk: Donald H 0 Southail - - -—

May 1995

To: INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING of Friends

Dear Friends,

Friends in Britain send warm and loving greetings to you all for
your Yearly Meeting at Fort Lewis College. We pray that the Holy
Spirit will be with you in your gathering and in each individual
heart.

May Friends meet each other with acceptance, respect and love, and
may the days you spend together be a time of joy and renewal of all
of you.

Likewise, may your Meetings for Church Affairs be truly exercises
of the Spirit, in which you seek together for God’s will, and may
you work with one another in a humble and loving spirit, each
giving to others credit for purity of motive. It is in the unity
of common fellowship that we shall most surely learn the Will of
God, and become finders of God’s purposes.

We thank you for sending us your 1994 epistle, as we greatly value
contact between our two Yearly Meetings. With great interest do we
note your decision to undertake the challenging task of crafting
your own book of Faith and Practice. During our 1994 Yearly Meeting
we completed the revision of our own Quaker Faith & Practice. It has
helped us to determine what is essential for us at the present time
as a Religious Society, and we hope it will help us to face the
challenges which the future undoubtedly will present to us.

As you return to your own homes and communities, may you be
reminded of, and strengthened by, the following words of George
Fox:

“The love of God is love past knowledge, which bears all
things, hopes all things, envieth not, thinketh no evil. And
the love of God is the ground of all true love in your
hearts.”

On behalf of Britain Yearly Meeting

JAN SC T
Clek, Meeting for Sufferings

A religious charity excepted from n’gistration under Si No 2074 of 1963 IFriojids trusts Ltd. Reg No 237698)





Yearly Meeting of ihe

Religious Society of Friends in Britain /
Friends House 173-17, Euston Road London NW1 281

Tel: 01,1 387 3601 Fax: 0171 388 1977
Recording Clerk: Donald H D Southall

Epistle from Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) In Britain held in London

5- 8 May 1995

“Many candles, when gathered together in a single place, greatly augment each other’s tight and make it

shine more brilliantly. In the same way, when many are gathered together in a single place, there Ls
more of the glory of God.” (Robert Barclay)

To Friends everywhere:

In the opening session of our Yearly Meeting, the first as the Religious Society of

Friends in Britain, we were skilfully and joyfully led through an anthology of extracts from epistles of

other Yearly Meetings. This reminded us that we are part of a world family of Friends with common

threads of concern which unite us and open up challenges that we are beginning to meet in our new Book

of Discipline. The voices of Friends from those Yearly Meetings as they read from their epistles, led us to

a deeper appreciation of our togetherness.

In the depth of an extraordinary meeting for worship, we were led to witness to the

power of prayer. Friends of all ages made this witness public, walking together in silence to the memorial

to conscientious objectors in nearby Tavistock Square. Here we continued in worship. Meeting at the

50th anniversary of the end of the war in Europe we feel that there is a spirit of peace moving in the world

today; we pray that it will continue.

We listened to one another as Friends shared their knowledge, experience and

concerns on the subject of genetic engineering and the treatment of life in all its forms. We need to take

stock of what is happening, but time is not on our side in the struggle to ensure that scientific research

proceeds in accordance with ethical principles. Younger Friends have reminded us of the dangers of

stereotyping; diversity is both necessary and beautiful. We were challenged to look at scientific

advancements in the light of our Quaker testimonies.

In our session on ‘Witnessing in Faith Together Today, we were asked to consider

how we ‘let our lives speak’; what should our lives say? How should our acts of witness be not just good

works but affirmations of our faith and unity. What should we do with our opportunities? We must tread

carefully between accommodating ourselves too far towards the world as it is, and a tendency to dwell in

the past. Earlier Friends had a continuing faith that love is the answer. Do we honestly have faith in the

power of love? In following the spirit of this age, including its individualism and materialism, we are

weakening our witness to the testimonies.

Our faith is strengthened in community. We must help each other to discern what

is good. Our Quaker business method is a tool which we should learn to understand better and use in

order to face the issues put before us. How do we exercise true stewardship of the work we ask to be

done on our behalf?

Even the smallest meeting can be a powerhouse of prayer and we offer this

thought to all Friends everywhere. Prayer is our greatest resource.

Signed in and on behalf of Britain Yearly Meeting

S. Jocelyn Burnell, Clerk

A religious charity excepted from regrstration under St No 2074 of 1963 llnends Trusts Ltxi. Reg No 2376981
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Yearly Meeting of he

Religious Society of Friends in Britain
Friends House 173-177 EusLon Road loncion NW] 2BJ
Tel: 0171 387 3601 Fax: 0171 388 1977
Recording C’erk: Dona’d H D SouhaII

JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING

EPISTLE 1995

To all Friends everywhere,

134 Young Friends gathered for Junior Yearly Meeting at Sibford School from 9th to
13th April 1995 to explore the theme ‘In here, out there: values and choices. An
exploration of the spiritual in our everyday lives.’

We arrived as 134 strangers, but, in the short time we had together, we became
a cohesive group. Within this community we found a strong atmosphere of friendship
and trust, out of which grew a feeling of security and support. Despite our differences,
we found we could explore ourselves and our values.

Everyone had something to offer, and in the closeness of our base groups we all
had the space to contribute. Within these groups the feeling of openness and respect
led to a sense of belonging in which we felt able to talk without inhibitions.

The encompassing and challenging nature of the theme allowed us to examine our
own values and choices. This process was facilitated by the speakers who offered us
many ideas on which to reflect.

Alongside this personal reflection, we found that active listening helped us to
accept the validity of our own and each other’s truths. We found discovering and
sharing personal experiences of God to be especially powerful, and many recognised
a sense of ‘That of God in everyone’ throughout Junior Yearly Meeting.

Although we are sad at the prospect of leaving JYM, there is a feeling that we have
found a greater sense of self-worth and inner peace which will help us in our future
choices.

Yours, in friendship,

SIGNED IN AND ON BEHALF OF JYM

Sarah Donaldson and Stephen Inch, Clerks -

A religious charity excepted from registration under SI No 2074 of 1963 (Friends Trusts Ltd. Reg No 237698)
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CANADIAN YEARLY MEETING
of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)

91A Fourth Avenue, Ottawa. Ontario K1S 2L1

phone and fax: 613-235-8553

Greetings to Friends everywhere from the 1994 sessions of Canadian Yearly Meeting. We came together, 235

adult and young Friends, at King’s-Edgehill School in Windsor. Nova Scotia from August 6-13 for the 16 1st yearly

meeting of Friends in Canada, our thirty ninth as a united Canadian meeting. The active presence of many children

and teens was a joy to us throughout the week.

The theme of our opening retreat was Building the Blessed Community. In a diversity of small group

conversations and large group singing and sharing we were able to examine where we are in our journey towards

becoming a people open to and informed by the Spirit. Our vision of a blessed, caring and dynamic community

was carried into our sessions during the week and helped us open ourselves to one another, but also to concerns

about the outside world and indeed the whole of creation.

A special type of caring was described by our Sunderland P. Gardner lecturer, John Calvi, a released Friend from

Putney Monthly Meeting, New England Yearly Meeting. John Calvi’s lecture was a tender time for our gathering.

We learned of his ministry to those dying or sufflring mental and physical pain. He impressed upon us the need

for a daily discipline of opening ourselves to the healing power of the divine presence. Only then can we be fit

instruments in the nurture, healing and growth of our communities.

Our Bible study each morning found Friends sharing stories and images of the community of discernment and

inclusiveness which refuses to kill or exclude.

In business sessions striving to be accountable to the Light we came to unity on a number of long term issues.

After some years of seeking accommodation with government agencies, Yearly Meeting decided, that as an

employer, it will take new action in respecting the conscience of its employees. In a historic moment, deeply

moving to us, we came to unity and moved forward. Where requested, we shall place in trust that portion of their

income tax which supports the military in a fund reserved for life-affirming purposes.

A sense of the suffering of children around the world, and particularly among Rwandan refugees was laid before

us. We remembered in prayer one of our members who is giving practical help in a refugee camp in Zaire. We

were also reminded of the daily struggle for existence in other parts of Africa by a visitor from Zimbabwe, where

exciting community projects at 1-llckwcni have been set back by a long drought and by political problems. The

women in particular need assistance to end their dependence on agriculture arid to help their families survive.

We were encouraged to hear that the World Council of Churches has moved to establish a programme to end

violence. We look forward to our participation in this.

Gender issues continue to challenge us to love across all differences. We were helped by a performance and

ministry brought to us by the Young Friends of North America Caravan which offered new opportunities for

discussion and insights. We struggled to find the Spirit in our midst as we laboured together in response to concerns

about sexism within and outside the Society.

During our week together, the building of a blessed community took on meaning and substance, in Bible study,

in meetings of Ministry and Counsel, in a sharing session on marriage, in silent worship, in meal time

conversations, and more simply in hugs and the holding of hands.

Elaine Bishop, Clerk



Epistle from the 8-12 year olds:

We had a grcat week. Our most fun activities were drama and trips. Ever’ day Chuck came to lead drama

exercises and games and at the end of the week we performed several short plays for the whole yearly meeting.

Our theme was the Quaker peace testimony and non-violent action and we transformed the endings of some

traditional fairy tales such as the Three Little Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood, so that at the end the wolf was

accepted and felt part of the community.

Our trips were: canoeing up a river; swimming at an ocean beach; a trip to a farm/zoo where we met some

endangered species; a picnic at a tidal beach at a site sacred to natives, where we were given an arrow to take to

our next yearly meeting and a fossil walk.

We also did a lot of fun games, crafts, studied Bible verses, tried to learn to put each other up instead of down,

and solved several conflicts.

Epistle from the teen group:

Canadian Yearly Meeting sessions had many enlightening experiences for Teen Young Friends, and opportunities

for growth both spiritually and socially. Young Friends from all across Canada got the chance to meet and to spend

time with each other. This gave us a feeling that we are not isolated and that there are other interested Teen Young

Friends in Canada.

We worked together to clarify our definition of what a Young Friend is and achieved recognition in Canadian

Young Friends Yearly Meeting. Prior to this, Young Friends 13-18 felt excluded and powerless, as if we were

floundering. We now feel that Teen Young Friends have a place in Canadian Young Friends Yearly Meeting.

Work on gender issues with John Calvi and the Young Friends of North America caravan on gender issues was

thought provoking. They touched many people deeply. These are concerns of great importance to everyone and

we would like to thank John and the caravan for their insight and guidance.

When concerns arose around Teen Young Friends late night activities and general safety, they were quickly

addressed and alleviated by teens, parents and coordinators working together. We arc currently working on a set

of guidelines that will be applicable for future Teen Young Friends at yearly meeting. In addition, Teen Young

Friends are working on their programme for 1995 in Newmarket.

The workshops and programme were well chosen and well run. We had a chance to learn and grow as a

community. A lot of bonding occurred as teens from different parts of the country came together and shared

experiences as Young Friends.

We would like to extend our deepest thanks to our incredible coordinators Jane-Orion Smith, Steve Bishop and

Margaret Nicholson. They worked hard and put up with many grievances on our behalf. We appreciate all of their

work and effort and realize that Canadian Young Friends Yearly Meeting and the teen programme would not have

been the same without them. We thank Jane, Steve and Margaret for the trust and respect we felt.

The teens enjoyed their time at Canadian Yearly Meeting and hope that we can have much of the same bondage*

next year.

* The word “bondage’ is an inside joke among the group. It was used earlier in the week by

mistake when bonding’ was meant, and led to the opportunity to explore the different meanings

of the two words, and thepower worcihave. The teens hope it will be read in the spirit in which

it was intended.



Saludos a Amigos en todos lados desde las sesiones de 1994 do Ia Junta Anual Canadiense. Nos reunimos, 235

Amigos adultos Yjovenes, en el Colegio King’s-Edgehill en Windsor, Nueva Escocia, Canada, dcl 6 al 13 de agosto

para Ia junta anual numero 161 do Amigos en Canada, el numero 39 para nuestra sociedad como una junta

canadiense uniñcada. La presencia activa do muchos niños y adolescentes nos dio mucha alegrfa durante toda Ia

semana.

El tema do nuestra retiro inicial fuc La Construcción de Ia Comunidad Santa. En Ia variedad do conversaciones

en grupos pequenos, ci canto do grupos grandes, y compartiendo experiencias pudimos examinar donde nos

encotrabarnos en ci peregrinaje hacia ilegar a scr una gente informada por y abierta al Espiritu. Lievamos nucstra

visiOn de una comunidad dinámica, cariflosa y santa a las sesiones del resto de Ia semana y eso nos ayudó a abrirnos

unos a otros y tambien a asuntos importantes sobre ci mundo fuera de la Sociedad y, de hecho, a soda Ia crcaciOn.

En Ia conferencia Sunderiand P. Gardner, John Calvi, Amigo Libcrado do Ia Junta Mensual do Putney (Vermont)

de la Junta Anuai de Nueva Ingiaterra, EEUU nos dcscribiO un tipo especial de apoyo personal. La conferencia

de John Calvi represento unos momentos tiernos quo pasamos juntos. Nos informamos sobre ci modo en quo ha

ministrado a los moribundos o a personas sufriendo dolor fIsico o mental. InsistiO en Ia ncccsidad do una disciplina

diana do apertura al poder para sanaciOn de Ia presencia divina. Solamente asi podemos ilegar a sen instrumcntos

adecuados para ci cultivo. sanaciOn, y desarollo do nuestras comunidades.

En los estudios do Ia Biblia cada mañana Amigos so cncontraron compartiendo historias c imagencs do una

comunidad comprensiva o inciusiva quo so nicga a matar o a cxcluir.

En sesiones de negocios, buscando ser responsabics a Ia Luz, conseguimos Ia unidad sobre vanios asuntos que

hemos considerado durante bastante ticmpo. Despues de varios años do buscar modos do acomodarnos con las

agencias gubernamentales. Ia Junta Anuai dccidiO quo en rclaciOn con nuestros cmplcados va a tomar una acción

nueva para respetar sus consciencias. En un momento hisiOrico profundamcnte conmovcdor para nososros

aicanzamos Ia unidad y adelantamos. Cuando so nos pida pondremos esa parte do sus impuestos quc se dedica a

usos militarcs en un fidecomiso, rcsorvando esos fondos a propOsitos positivos que promuovan Ia vida.

Sc nos rccordO La niñcz sufrida do todo ci mundo, y en particular los niflos entrc los refugiados en Rwanda. Nos

acordamos en oraciOn de un micmbro quo esta dando ayuda práctica en Zaire en un campamento do rcfugiados.

Una visitante desdo Zimbabwe nos rccordO tambion Ia lucha diana para sobrevivir en otras parses dc Africa. En

su pals programas prometedores a nivel comunitario, como el dc Hlckwcni, han qucdado viciados por La scquia y

problcmas politicos. Las mujeres on particular nccesitan ayuda para acabar con su dcpendencia en Ia agricuitura

y para avudar a sobrevivir a sus famiiias.

Nos animó saber quo ei Consojo Mundial dc Iglesias ha tomado los pnimoros pasos para establccor un programa

contra Ia violencia. Nos place Ia pcrspectiva dc participar en csto.

Los tcmas en conccciOn con reIacionos emocionaics y soxualos siguen Ilamandonos a amar por encima de todas

las diferencias. Nos ayudaron paJabras inspiradas y Ia prcsentaciOn do una obra do teatro do pane do Ia Caravana

do Amigos Jovenes do Norte America quo nos ofrecicron nuevas oportunidades para diálogo ‘v comprensiOn.

Luchamos para encontrar ci Espinitu ontro riosotros mientras buscabamos junsos una rospuesta al sexismo dentro y

fuera dc nuostra Sociedad.

Duranto Ia semana que pasamos juntos Ia frasc “Ia conssrucciOn do una comunidad santa” so nos hizo concreta y

llena do sentido en los estudios de Ia Biblia, en las reuniones do AdoraciOn y Consojo, en una sesiOn sobre ci

rnatrimonio, en los momentos da dcvociOn en silcncio, en convcrsacionos en las horas do comida. y soncillamente,

en los abnazos y tomadas do manos.



Salutations aux Amis partout des sessions de 1994 de L’Assemblée Annuelle Canadienne .Nous nous sommes

rassemblés, 235 Amis, eunes ci adultes, a l’Ecolc King’s-Edgehill en Windsor, Nouvelle Ecosse du 6 au 13 aoüt

pour Ia l6lième assemblée annucile des Amis au Canada, noire trente-neuvième comme une assemblée unie

canadienne. La prôsence active de nombreux enfants et adolescents nous a donné Ia joic pendant Ia semaine.

Le theme de noire retraite au commencement de Ia semaine était Construisant Ia communauté bénie.” Dans une

variété de conversations en petits groupes ci en chantant ci en partageant dans Ic grand groupe, nous avons eu

l’occasion a examiner oé nous nous trouvons dans notre voyage a devenir un peuple ouvert act informé par 1’Esprit.

Notre vision dune communauté bénic, humanitaire ct dynamique Ctait emmenC dans nos sessions pendant la semaine

et die nous a aide a nous ouvrir non seulement l’un a i’autre mais aussi aux preoccupations qui touchent Ic monde

autour ci mOme Ia creation entiCre.

Un genre d’attention spCciale Ctait dCcrit dans noire Conference Sunderland P. Gardner donnC par John Calvi, un

Ami libérC de l’AssemblCe Mensuelle de Putney, l’AssemblCe Annuelle de Nouvelle Angleterre. La conference de

John Calvi Ctait une pCriode tendre de noire rassemblement. Nous avons appris de son service aux ceux qui meurent

ou ceux qui souffrent Ia douleur physique ou mentale. II nous a fait bien comprendre Ic besoin pour une discipline

quotidienne de nous ouvrir au pouvoir guérissant de Ia presence divine. A cc moment nous pouvons devenir des

instruments capables de nourrir, guCrir ci développer nos communautCs.

Nos etudes bibliques tous ics matins ont trouvC lcs Amis partagcant Ics histoircs et les images dc Ia communautC

judicicuse ci incluse qui refuse a tuer ou a exciure.

Pendant les reunions d’affaires, s’efforcés toujours a Cire responsable Ia LumiCre, nous sommcs arrives a l’unitC

en plusicurs questions a long terme. Après des années que nous avons cherchC les accords avec les agenccs du

gouvernement, I’Assemblée Annuelle a dCcidé que comme employeur, elic va prendre des nouvelles mesures pour

respecter Ics consciences de ses employCs. Dans un moment historique, profondément Cmouvant pour nous tous,

nous nous sornmcs arrives a l’unitC Cl nous avons avancCs. Quand c’est demandd, nous mcttrons en trust cette

portion de leurs impots sur Ic revenu qui soutient Ic militaire dans unc caisse pour les intentions qui affirment Ia (
vie.

La signification des enfants qui souffrent autour du monde et surtout entre les rCfugids de Rwanda Ctait posec

dcvant nous. Nous nous sommes souvenus avec les priCres d’un de nos membres qui aide dans un camp rdfugiC

de Zaire. On nous a fait rappeLer aussi Ia lutic quotidicnne pour l’cxistence dans lcs autrcs regions de l’Afrique

par unc visiteuse de Zimbabwe, ofl de projets passionnants de Ia communautC a Hlekweni Ctaient retardCs par unc

longuc sCchcrcssc et des problCmncs politiques. Lcs femmes en paruculier ont besoin de l’aide pour tcrmincr Ia

maniCre qu’cllcs dependent dc l’agriculture ci. pour aider leurs familIes a survivre.

Nous sommes encourages a entendre dire que Ic Conseil Mondial des Eglises a agit a Ctablir un programme pour

arrCter Ia violence. Nous attendons avec impatience noire participation dans cc programme.

Lcs problCmes de genre continuent a nous defier nous aimer nos differences quand mCme. Nous Ctions aides

par un spectacle ci un message prCsentes par Ia Caravane de Jeunes Amis de I’Amérique du Nord qui ont offert de

nouvcllcs occasions pour Ics discussions et les apercus. Nous avons luttC pour trouver l’Esprit ernie nous pendant

que nous avons travaillé ensemble pour rCpondrc aux preoccupations au sujct du sexisme dans et hors de La SociCté.

Pendant noire scmaine ensemble, Ia construction d’unc communauté bCnic Ctait chargCe de signification ci

d’esscntiel, dans les etudes bibliques, dans les reunions d’Adoration et Conscil, dans une session partageani au sujet

du manage, dans La culic silencicuse, dans les conversations pendant les rcpas ci plus simplement dans les embrasses

ci en sc tenant les mains.



CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA
YEARLY MEETING

(C&SAYM
P.O. BOX 36087

GLOSDERRY, 7702, S. AFRICA

Jereniy Routledge, Presiding Clerk
Claire L. Bateman, Administrative Clerk

16 Jan., 1995
Greetings to Friends everywhere

We, Friends of Central and Southern Africa Yearly Meeting, gathered in Port Elizabeth in the
Republic of South Africa (1-oni December 10 to 15, 1994, greet you in peace and love. We
have shared your epistles and felt your presence with us.

In our worship here we have been mindful of the iiver of life and we have felt the flowing of
the spirit in our business meetings, fellowship, and throughout the gathering as a whole.

The past year has been a momentous one for our region, and this has been reflected in the lives
of our Meetings. There have been democratic elections in Nainibia. Mozambique. Botswana.
alawi and the Republic of South Africa. Lesothos new constitutional democracy has thus
far survived mutiny by the army and police, and an unsuccessful palace coup.

Meetings and individual Friends have been actively involved in the processes of positive social
change. Many South African Friends have felt exhausted at the end of the the years of struggle
against apartheid. but at Yearly Meeting we all rejoiced together at the birth of the new South
Africa. We noted the vitality of our small Allowed Meetings in Namibia and Lesotho. and of
our isolated Friends in Zambia. Botswana Friends continue their involvement in refugee
work. In Zimbabwe. Harare Meeting works with squatters and the homeless. Bulawayo
Meeting continues to support the Hlekweni Centre. the Dibane Trust water projects and
Dignitas Jnlimited. Both Meetings have experimented with religious broadcasting.

The Meetintzs in South Africa have now resumed their work with renewed vigour. For
instance. the Cape Towii Peace Centre now has 26 staff people. and is actively at work in
handling conflicts, and in peace education. Frieiids find their peacemaking skills are titore in
demand luau ever in the new South Africa. We are P leased that one of our active South
African attenders is a member of the new parli.unent.

After coiisuhlatiomi with (lomiors and Friends around (lie world, we have agreed to donate (lie
Soweto Meeting I louse to time local authority for use by (lie community. This Meeting I louse
had become a painful burden for Soweto Friends. We rejoice that tlie’ comilinue to meet
regularly for worship. Soweto Friends have itiet and after prayerful consideration have askied
that their Meeting be laid (town, and that they he allowed to rejoin Johaiuwshurg Monthly
Meet mime for a period of nmuwal gm’owtlm.

If there are no objections from the videlv scattered Friends in Zambia and 1alaw i we will Ia
tlowui imiact ive Meetitigs (here. but cOiltillue to give our loving SU1)pOIl to the individual Inemids
whose lives and witness meami niucli to out’ Yearly Meetimig. Since there are no longer Friends
iii Swaziland. and worship is mio longer held iii Pretoria. those worship gorups. kw the
presemit. will also be lai(l (lowli. We have dissolved Southern Africa General Meeuiuig and
alsomjw(1 its assets into Yearly Meeting.

Pi’tmiiing ix oteii iic’cessam’v iii Our imIdm’i(lualamL(l corporate growl Ii. amid “‘c feel tls shle(ldiiig of
iliappropmiale xiructLim’es is pall of our coziiiim of age as a Yearly Meeting. We are a iso
creating our own l3ook of I )isciplimw. and we have appi’ovcd a co(istiluiioii which ives legal



basis to Central and Southern Africa Yearly Meeting. We now hold our Yearly Meetings
annually, and are grateful for the Evelyn Cadbury Fund which helps pay travel costs for those
who must travel long distances. At this session, too, we held the first of what we hope will be
a series of annual Quaker lectures. This year we welcomed a frequent Meeting attender, Guy
Butler, who is an author. founder of the Grahamstown National Festival, and descendant of
early Quakers in South Africa. (
The theme of our gathering has been “Outreach - Branching Out”, which seemed to flow
naturally from last years theme, with Woodbrooke On The Road. of “Roots and Fruits”. We
considered outreach in worship sharing, in interest groups and in our traditional “ten minute
talks” by members. We are producing our own booklet, Who are the Quakers. to introduce
ourselves in our communities. We soon found, however, that our emphasis remained on faith
in action -- letting our lives speak -- and not on “planting Meetings’ or setting out to
deliberately increase membership rolls. Our concerns included outreach to people with HIV
and AIDS, to Bui-undj Friends in their work of reconciliation and relief, to our own young
people, and to each other through wider intervisitation.

We approved a minute calling for an end to arms production and trade in the region: for
demilitarization, economic conversion to peaceful purposes, support for the International
Campaign against land mines, and for gun-free societies. We also laid the foundations for an
action network on these concerns. We approved a second minute calling for an end to the
death penalty in South Africa and the region as a whole.

We shared slides about the work of Virginia and Leo Goodfellow among dispossessed
communities in Zambia. and then gathered in silence to celebrate the life of Leo. who was
killed in a plane crash in October. We also shared fond memories of two Friends. Elizabeth
Taylor and Patricia Pierce-Atkinson. precious and important to us. who have died this year.

Richard Steel and Anita Krornberg, co-Clerks for the past two years. asked to be released.
Friends expressed their deep appreciation and thanked these two remarkable Friends for
guiding us into a new era and helping us to experience the fullness of Quaker process. There
has been a transformation of our mind-set, and Quakerisni is now truly rooted in Central and (
Southern Africa. We are now organisationally and spiritually much stronger than before.

And so, dear Friends, we seek to proceed always in the Light, and to stay in the ways shown
us by Christ Jesus and by early Friends. We trust it is the same with you.

[j and friendship, —.

/ -

---- /
Jeremy Rout ledge
Presidintz (‘lerk



Assembiêe de France et Centre Quaker International
114, rue de Vaugirard, 75006 Paris

TéL 45 48 74 23 - C.C.P. Paris 1.453-17 J

September 1994

To Friends Everywhere,

The seventieth Yearly Meeting of French Friends was held from

August 25—29 1994 at Charbonnières with the theme “Living out Our

Responsibilities in Joy and Love”.

Several friends raised the difficulty of living out our

responsibilities in joy and love amidst the sufferings of the

world and our own personal difficulties. There were several

testimonies of how, from the midst of our suffering, we can

experience the mystery of the Light, and how this leads us to

take up our responsibilties towards ourselves, and then towards

others. Aided by this Light we are enabled to discern which of

many responsibilities we must actually assume. This is our way

forward in joy and in love.

The Yearly Meeting was much enriched by the presence of Quaker

Friends and other friends who are actively living out their

responsibilites, for example in Casamance (Senegal) , in Russia,

and on the borders Df Zaire and Pwanda.

The Meeting felt challenged by the situation in Kosovo and, not

for the first time, members expressed their admiration for the

non—violent resistance of the majority of the there people under

the guidance of Ibrahim Rugova. Our delegate to the FWCC

Triennial, Monique Stahl, has requested Friends around the world

to support the nomination of Ibrahim Rugova for the Nobel Peace

Prize.

Returning from New Mexico, Monique shared with us her encounter

with the Light during the Triennial, especially as reflected in

the traditions of the Pueblo nation.

In France we too have to define our identity, as a Quaker

community. We had the joy of learning that a Quaker group had

come into being in Brittany, and the hope that the North of

France group would be revived. However, the geographic dispersion

of most of our membership remains a reality, one which we share

with the other Yearly Meetings on the continent of Europe.

From this reality arises our sense of union with Friends

everywhere in all their diversity.

On behalf of France Yearly Meeting
Christine Abt
Clerk.



114, rue de Vaugirard, 75006 Paris
Tél. 45 48 74 23 - C.C.P. Paris 1.453-17 J

28 septembre 1994.

Aux Amis de partout,

La soixante-dixiàme Assemblée annuelle des Amis de France

s’est tenue du 25 au 29 aoüt 1994 a Charbonnières avec comme theme

“Vivre nos responsabilités dans ía joie et dans I’amour”.

Plusleurs personnes ont pose le problème de Ia difficulté de vi-

vie nos responsabilités dans Ia jole et l’amour parmi les souffrances du

monde et nos difficultés personnelles. Plusieurs temoignages ont mon

tré que, a partir de Ia souffrance, on peut mystérieusement percevoir Ia

lumière, ce qui nous conduit a assumer nos responsabilités envers nous

mémes, puis envers les autres. Avec l’aide de cette Iumière, nous pou

vons discerner parmi toutes les responsabilités celles qui nous incom

bent réellement. C’est ainsi quon avance dans Ia joie et dans lamour.

LAssemblée a été trés enrichie par Ia presence d’Amis et d’amis

qui assument leurs responsabilités, par exemple en Casamance (Séné

gal), en Russie, aux frontiè.res du Zaire et du Rwanda.

L’Assemblée a été interpellé3 par Ia situation au Kosovo et ad

mire Ia résistance non-violente de Ia majorité du peuple sous l’impulsion

d’lbrahim Rugova. Notre deleguée a Ia Triennale de FWCC, Monique

Stahl, a demandé aux Amis du monde entier de le proposer pour le prix

Nobel.

Monique, a peine revenue du Nouveau Mexique, a partage avec

nous sa rencontre avec Ia Iumiàre lois de cette triennale, en particulier a

travers Ia tradition du peuple pueblo.

Nous aussi devons nous définir en tant que communauté quaker

en France. Nous avons Ia joie d’apprendre Ia naissance d’un groupe

quaker en Bretagne et l’espoir de you renaitre celui du Nord. Cependant

Ia dispersion de Ia plupart des membres reste une réalité que nous par

tageons avec les autres Assemblées dii continent europeen.

A partir de cette réalité, nous nous sentons unis avec tes Amis de

partout dans leur diversité.

Pour I’Assemblée de France,
Christine ABT, Secretaure-générale. (



RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

68 Mulladry Road
Portadown
Co. Armagh
Northern Ireland.
BT62 4HH.
30/8/1994

Dear Friend,
At the first Monthly Meeting following our Yearly Meeting’s here in Ireland,

Friends who attended are asked to give their impressions.
One Friend having been present this year when the Epistles from other Yearly Meetings

were read expressed a concern that we should respond in a loving and caring way to the many
difficulties which Friends world wide have to face and in particular decision’s of a moral nature
which they are asked to take.

Accordingly minute 94/39 of our Monthly Meeting held at Tamnamore on 1st of 6th month
1994 directs me to forward you the enclosed letter.

Yours sincerely,

James Chapman Clerk.
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The Clerk, 68 Mulladry Road
Intermountain Yearly Meeting Portadown
1720 Linden Co. Armagh
Boulder Northern Ireland.
CO 80302 BT62 41-N.
USA 30/8/1994

Dear Friends
It was good to have news from you to our Yearly Meeting in Ireland. We met at Friends

School in Lisburn, Northern Ireland, and we enjoyed hearing the news of Friends from all over the
world as the Epistles were read out to us. Distance makes no difference to us for we are all brothers
and sisters in Christ.

We were saddened to hear of all the damage done by the bush fires in Australia, people
there have suffered badly. When our homes are destroyed it strikes us at our very heart. There has
been much bomb damage done to our homes and businesses here in Northern Ireland, so we know
how heart breaking it can be.

God has told us in His Word, “The Bible” that there will be wars and rumours of wars with
famines and pestilence and things in our world will be like it was in the times of Sodom and
Gomorrah.

We have read in some of the Epistles to our Yearly Meeting of problems some of the
Friends Meetings are having with Homosexuals and Lesbians who want same sex marriages and
some want these marriages to be blessed in the Friends Meetings. This has caused us great sadness
for we know through reading God’s Word that this is sin. But we have a great God who is able to
deliver us from sin and we know that He longs to help these dear friends to find deliverance from this
sinful practice. Satan makes sure to tempt us at our weakest spot, to some it will be alcohol and they
may become Alcoholics. To some it will be Drugs and they may become Drug Addicts. Some will
be tempted with gambling and they may become poverty stricken. Need we go on, Satan never runs
out of temptations with which to abuse us. Yes God is able to deliver us but only if we will seek His
forgiveness for our sin and accept His salvation. It says in Hebrews chapter 4 verse 15 and 16, “For
we have not an High Priest which cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities but was in all
points tempted like as we are yet without sin. Let us therefore come boldly unto the Throne of
Grace that we may obtain mercy and find Grace to help in time of need”. God condemns the
Homosexual or Lesbian act, but He loves these dear afflicted people and only He can deliver them
from the misery of their un-natural feelings.

In the beginning God made man and then woman because God saw that it was not good for
man to be alone. Male and Female made He them that together they should be a couple and have a
family. This is the natural way that God saw families should grow with a mother and father to rear
children and love them and each other.

When the family’s of a country break down or are non existent, as they would be in same
sex marriages, then our countries very structure is damaged and law and order breaks down.

As a Christian Meeting we must tell these dear people that God has a better way and as
George Fox tells us in his journal :-. “When all my hopes in all men were gone so that I had nothing
outward to help me nor could tell what to do then, oh, then, I heard a voice which said’ There is one
even Christ Jesus that can speak to thy condition’, and when I heard it my heart did leap for joy.”

Yours sincerely,

James Chapman Clerk.
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Swanbrook House, Bloomfield Avenue, Morehaxnpton Road, Dublin 4
Telephone: 01-6683684 Fax: 01-6687693

EPISTLE OF IRELAND YEARLY MEETING HELD IN LISBURN
FROM 1st TO 4th APRIL 1994

To Friends everywhere,

From our Yearly Meeting, held this year in Friends’ School,
Lisburn, Northern Ireland, we send greetings and rejoice in our
Chritin horitags. Wc wcrc ;lc.d tD have with s members cf
Junior Yearly Meeting who concluded their gathering by attending
some of our sessions. We are encouraged by epistles received
during the past year and an awareness of special concern for the

healing of tension in our country.

From all parts of Ireland we have sensed strong yearnings
for peace, but we are frustrated by the continuance of violence

and community mistrust. The message of Easter gives us new hopo
that God can bring light out of darkness and new life out of
iespair.

The basic Quaker concept that our faith should permeate all
our activity has been clearly presented to us. This should be
expressed in all our service, including the workplace, our
personal lives and our relationships with others. We saw this

faith in action when some of us went to the Visitors’ Centre in

4-he Maze prison and to Quaker Cottage. Other examp)es of Qua!’cr

service in India, Africa and Russia have enlarged our vision of

the role of Friends in the present wcrld.

As we look tentatively towards the future we realize the

need for change and personal growth in both our Society and in
the community at large. We need to look again at the
r.itic rcturcz zf Fri: t.1:c a
meaningful response to the changing economic and political
circumstances. If we are to play our proper part and fulfil nut
destiny, our spiritual lives must be enriched by obedience to the
Holy Spirit in all areas of our lives.

Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting of Friends in
Ireland.

Philip R Jacob,
Clerk



JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING
EPISTLE 1994

To Friends everywhere, (
Junior Yearly Meeting 1994 was held in the Kilbroney Centre,

Rostrevor from the 29th March to the 2nd April. On Friday 1st we
travelled to Lisburn so as to join in Yearly Meeting on Saturday.
We stayed in Lisburn Friends Meeting House. 40 Young Friends
attended which is an increase on previous years.

The theme was “No man is an island entire in itselt
(communication) which we explored through games, discussion and
the four sessions. Our first sessions of the week was on

communjcstjcn on a —verb..l le”el”. W€’ “re “si-ed t’ ‘D

deaf people and two social workers who work with the sensory
impaired. The subject of their talk was both new to us and
interesting. Following a discussion we found their lesson in sign
language both useful and amusing. It’s safe to say that everyone
gained a better understanding of deafness and its problems. T
second session on Wednesday was “communication on a personal
level’. Marty Rafferty from Quaker Visitors Centre and Eithno
Mcllroy from Belfast P.oya.i Hospital, a senior social worker
working in the geriatri: wing, visited us. We discussed both how
‘‘ communicate w.th others and see them, concentrating mainly on
the e’.d.er1y. Cr ir s€sslofl was on “conflict resolution” and
we were Jc.ined y E’rerdan McAlistair. He was very active and
experienced in peac& campaigning. He tried to define the
difference between anti—violence and non—violence. He imparted a
sense of hope into the group for the eventual victory of love and
peace. The final session was on “communication with God”. A panel
of four Friends, Declan Barry, John Tod, Rosemary Calvert and
Ross Chapman spoke to us about how they perceived God and their
personal 2xperlences of communication with God. The session
generated much discussion and many different views and images of
God were given.

The group was divided into four smaller basegroups. These more
-‘ . . ,.,, ., ., ,. ,-. ,, — 4 ,- . ,, ,. ,-l. I•V. -, , . .. i n CT ,,

There was also a less serious side to JYM. There were game.
sessions and informal chats as well as comic sketches and a
scavenger hunt. Different JYMers shared their experiences each
evening after relaxation.

Louisa Cameron along with the helpers provided the meals which
went down very well, because of the active programme.

Overall JYM was a great time when people met new and old friends
and was a great success for all involved.

Signed on behalf of Young Friends in Ireland

Anne Shackleton Clerk
Chris McCartney Assistant Clerk



RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)
tRELAND YEARLY MEETING

Swanbrook House, Bloomfield Avenue, Morehampton Road, Dublin 4

Telephone: 01-6683684 Fax: 01-6687693

EPISTLE OF IRELAND YEARLY MEETING 1995 HELD IN DUBLIN

Dear Friends Everywhere,

From our Yearly Meeting held in Dublin from the 20th — 23rd AprIl 1995, we

send you greetings and God’s blessing.

The theme for our Yearly Meeting was Service — our faith in action.

Service is the practical outpouring of our spirituality.

We have had several talks and discussions around the theme. At our Meeting

on Ministry and Oversight, our Friend Anne Grant spoke of Spirituality and

service. She said that without the Spirit there can be no service. Spirituality

comes first, then service and the words that bind them together are love and

caring. Galatians 5, verse 14 “LOve your neighbour as yourself’.

Caring follows love and caring leads to service. Our Friend Doreen Dowd

working as a doctor in Zambia has been carrying out a practical example of

caring and service. Though she has been saddened by the distress and misery

caused by AIDS and the threat of famine, she is encouraged by the words of

George Fox ‘. . .1 saw also that there was an ocean of darkness and death, but an

infinite ocean of light and love, which flowed over the ocean of darkness.

We have been inspired and our lives have been greatly enriched by the

words of Martie Rafferty, who gave the public lecture. Mat-tie works for the

Ulster Quaker Service Committee in Northern Ireland with prisoners and in the

visitors centres attached to the prisons. Her deep spirituality and Christian

conviction have led her to where, with love and understanding, she reaches out

to that of God in all those whom she seeks to help. Martie’s example shows US

how service is love and faith in action. We have also heard from some other

Friends of the different varieties of service which they carry out in their own

communities.

During the past year we have been greatly encouraged by the cessation of

violence in our land and by the beginnings of peace and reconciliation. After

25 years of conflict, death and destruction the announcements of the cessation

of hostilities by the paramilitary groups were most welcome. There is a great

longing for permanent peace and we hope and pray that there will be a

continuation of the building of peace, until its permanency becomes a reality,

We have been encouraged to think about new opportunities to reassess the

traditional assumptions within ourselves, our families, neighbourhood and

community. We need to increase our communications with others and to take a

stand for the things we believe in by following the promptings of our own

hearts.

We were reminded that the Bible plays a most important role in bringing

knowledge and understandina to individuals and we were encouraged to listen to

God speaking to us from within.

We are most grateful for all the greetings received from Friends around

the world. While listening to a summary of the epistles we have felt the warmth

and closeness of Friends everywhere. We yearn for the day that the entire

world family will be united in the same way as our world family of Friends.

Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting of Friends in Ireland.

Philip R ,Jacob
Clerk





RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)
jpjiypy MEETING

Swaiabrook House, Bloomfield Avenuc, Morehampton Road, Dublin 4

Telephone: 01-6683684 Fax 01-6687693

Junior Yearly Meeting 1995 — Epistle

To Friends everywhere,

Junior Yearly Meeting is Young Friends’ chance to get

together and discuss various aspects of our spirituality and

everyday lives and the problems we encounter going through it, in

a cosy, loving atmosphere. It is a chance for Young Friends to

get to know each other and create bonds of a very special love

between us.

This year’s JYM was held in Newtown School, Waterford from

the 18th to the 22nd of April 1995. It was attended by 35 Young

Friends from all over Ireland, and included two English and two

Russians. The theme was the FUTURE and we discussed this through

various sessions.

Our first session was a discussion on environmental issues

and others which affect the future of the world and ours within

it. This gave JYNers a chance to air their views and share their

worries on the direction this world is taking with both good and

bad points made.

Session two was on life after death. It was a panel session

with Larry Southard, Simon Lamb and Pat Carrie giving their own

personal views. We found it very valuable to be able to compare

different views on this subject which by nature is very personal.

We found the session very moving and thought-provoking and it

generated much discussion in its wake.

The subject of session three was the future of Ireland. Our

speaker Clem McCartney led a very interactive discussion which

encouraged individually to consider our place and the place of

minority groups in our society in the years to come.

Individual personal futures was the subject of our fourth

and final session. Four Friends at various stages of their lives

gave their views on what they believe the world has to offer them

and the future of their age group in the world of today. The four

speakers, Cormac Mohally, Anne Shackleton, Gavin Sexton and

Marjorie Lamb, gave a brief summary of how they got where they

are in their lives and what their hopes and fears are for the

future.

Our excellent cook, Mark Hampton, provided us with gourmet

meals to keep our energy up for the hectic programme. For all

his hard work and creativity we are very grateful.

On Friday we experimented with a new idea, the afternoon was

taken up with interest groups which were facilitated by our

groovy JYM committee. The interest groups consisted of a bubbles

workshop where people made massive big bubbles while enjoying the

sun outside. A drama group which gave people a chance to express

themselves and reveal their hidden (or maybe not so hidden)



talents. The sports workshop was designed for those of us with

boundless energy and buckets of enthusiasm. We also wrote a JYM

newsletter for those interested in developina their writing

ski 1 Is

Most of our social time was spent playing games. Everyone

joined in arid had a laugh which helped bring the group together.

A quiz was organised by our master—minds, Chris and Becca, which

tested our brainpower and knowledge of Quakerisrn just that little

bit further. Chris and Elaine bravely took on the challenge of

teaching a group of 35 two left footed people how to dance. Many

toes were trodden on but a good time was had by all. Our Friday

night finale was a compilation of games and sketches which each

basearoup organised to entertain the group.

Various JYMers gave us a short message every morning durincr

Ieetin -o lep with durinQ the day.

Each evenina a JYNer took it upon themselves to calm thE

çrroup down and relax them in preparing them for bed and sweet

dreams. After this other JYI’ers opened up their hearts anl

shared with the group a part of their lives which is important to

them.

The group was split into five smaller basegroups which are

the foundations for the building of the indescribable feeling “f

love and warmth amongst us. The basecrroup facilitators did a

fantastic lob in running the basegroups and making sure no-o’ie

got left out of the group. These basegroups through talking.

aames and sharing experiences created a closeness amoria-l:

themselves which spread throughout the group as a whole.

Tears of joy and sorrow, laughter, fun and most importanUy

love, were shared. The JYM atmosphere was felt in all forms and

sizes and the ring will never be broken.

Signed on behalf of Young Friends

Anne Shackletori (Clerk)
Chris McCartney (Assistant Clerk)



THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS)
JAMAICA YEARLY MEETING
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PRESIDING CLERK: YEARLY MEETING OFFICE

..Lioysi.Jjiee_•_,_ FRIENDS CENTRE,

ASST. PRESIDING CLERK;
II CALEDONIA AVENUE.

KINGSTON 5, JAMAICA,
Kenneth_f3.Josephs

Pugust 1994 PHONE: 92-67371

To Friends E:verywhere:

Dear Friends,

Greetings.

The Jamaica Yearly meeting of Friends met for its 53rd session Pugust 10—14,
1994 at Seaside meetinghouse, Happy Grove, in the Parish of Portland.

We considered the theme “The Role of the Church in Jamaica Today” along with
the scripture reference “Ye are the salt of the earth” (matthew 5:13).

The gathering included Young Friends as well as adults.

In considering the theme we used Quaker Watch sessions to discuss:

Public Roles and Responsibilities
Family Roles and Responsibilities V

Young Friends Perspective of the Theme

We were also addressed by the President of the Jamaica Council of Churches on
the theme.

The worship sesseion, discussions and addresses stressed that:

the church should lead from the front by clearly articulating
its authority, providing the society with clear direction, working towards a
just society and being proactive rather than reactive;

the church should also lead by example and seek to become ac
quainted with its environment;

the church should remain the church — not compromising. It
should maintain its identity and address issues with the authority of its
Lord;

it must reverse present trends towards negative ends, preserve
its spiritual vibrancy, care for the total person as Jesus did and bear in mind
that its real purpose is to build the kingdom of God.

Our Young Fiends saw the need for the church to set moral standards for society
and for members to let their lives speak.

Regarding family roles, it was agreed that communication is .rrucial, that the
church should play a major role in family counselling that quality time



Should be spent with children and that love should be the hub of family activi
ty.

Sharing with us was Bill Wagoner, Associate Secretary, FUM World Ministries
Commission, who gave the Charles Vincent riemorial Lecture.

He reminded us that each Christian forms part of the “Blessed Community” and
should therefore use his or her special gift of ministry for the benefit of’ that
“Community”. The “Blessed Community has to be empowered by the Holy Spirit and
the ability to stay together as a “Blessed Community” is a gift of’ God. The
Christian’s life constitutes Acts chapter 29, that is,we take up where chapter 28,
the final written chapter, leaves off

We also had a brief visit from Frank Carter and Anthony Watson, [vangelical Friends,
Castern Region.

During the sessions we experienced the influence of the Holy Spirit leading us
through the Challenges of the discussions and empowering us with confidence to
face those challenges which we shall meet hereafter.

We missed the fellowship of’ older Friends who are no longer able to be with us
physically and mourned the loss of those who had recently passed on.

On the last evening of the Yearly Meeting we gathered for relaxation and enjoy
ed a concert in which some Friends displayed their talent of singing and elocu
tion.

We ended the time together with worship service on Sunday, the 14th, and during
the service recorded the gift of’ two members.

We appreciated hearing from Friends all over the world through their Epistles
and cherish the bonds that bind us together as the family of Friends.

our in Christian fellowship

L p Webley
. /

Cler , Jamaica year1y—”rieeting
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LB Pl T 19 7 Minalo-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
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Friends everywhere,

1994’s Japan Yearly Meeting was held on Nov. 12th and 13th at Tokyo Friends

Meetinghouse which had recently been remodeled. Since the meetinghouse itself

was built in 1952 after the War, it had needed a Lot of repair. This time it

was designed for the disabled and the infant, with an open wide kitchen and we

have made a great use of those facilities during the Yearly Meeting.

The theme of the Yearly Meeting was, “You are the light of the world,”

(Matthew 5:14) and it accords with the theme “On being publishers of Truth” by

FWCC, held last August at Ghost Ranch, NM., where six from our Yearly Meeting

had participated. They had reported and shared their experiences during our

iiieetiiig.

We could summarise their reports as follows: from Johan Maurer’s keynote

address, Accountability (our responsibility to God and to our spiritual body),

Friends tradition and Leadership among friends; arid from other meetings, the

importance of nurturing our next generation, and Native Americans’ spiritual

freedom.

Not obscuring the core of Quaker laith iii the diversity and not following

our traditions superlicialily, we want to learn the essence of Truth.

Last July AFSC sent 16 youth to Japan, as part oh AFSC’s peace education

preparations br the fiftieth anniversary of the atomic bombings in 1995. They

travelled and had many meetings with Japanese exchanging ideas. Their visit to

Hiroshima and Nagasaki was sure to confirm their peace testimony.

Also AFSC has sent Edward and Teresita Reed to Japasn as representatives in

Northeast Asia, which has revitalized our long lasting relationship with Al-SC.

Avoiding secular temptations in this changing and busy world, we believe in

the power of God to lead us. We want to keep our contact with Friends

throughout the world and walk together in the Light.

Praying devotedly Cod, we seek the Truth.

In peace,

‘)yoJ--í4-’--
Masaharu lnagaki
Clerk of Japan Yearly Meeting
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( Epistle I
Woudschoten (Zeist), 29 May 1 99

To Friends everywhere

Dear’Friends,

The Netherlands Yearly Meeting met at ‘iVoudschcten (Zeist) from 27 to 29 May
1994. The theme of the gathering was “Led by the Light”.
On the first evening we, grown-ups and children together, built and decorated a
colourful wooaen candlestick, consisting of five triangles - one for each of the
Monthly Meetings in the Netherlands - with a candle on every corner..
Lit by the children, this candlestick shone in our meetings for worship the
following mornings.

The light also shone in our business meetings.

One of the high points of our gathering was the introduction of the theme “Led
by the Light’. The speaker told about her experiences with this in her own life.

Moreover, she appealed to us to share our personal experiences in this field
with each other.

In their own way, the children worked with this theme and they performed for
us an episode from the life of William Penn.

After meeting for worship on Sunday morning Friends of all ages took part in
country dancing.

The special interest groups, mostly originating from work on projects abroad,
attracted much attention. They showed how Friends are being led by the Light.

Our thoughts went to all those peDDle in the world who suffer from fear and

anxiety. This is one of the reasons why it had been decided to earmark all the
money collected at this Yearly Meeting for the work on the consturction for the
girls’ school at Sohagpur (India), since this has not yet been completed.

signed Marianne IJspeert, clerk





Nederlandse Jaarvergadeiing

SEcRETARIAAT:

Vossiusstraat 20

( 1071 AD Amsterdam
tel: 020-6794238

fax: 020-6721158

Epistle of Netherlands Yearly Meeting
May 1995

To Friends, everywhere

In the familiair surroundings of Woudschoten, with its wooded scenery full of signs and

sounds of spring to come, we aliways do our utmost to get all visitors included in the spirit

of yearly meeting.
On Friday night we sang our welt-known songs at the top of our voices and on Saturday

morning we listened to the fascinating lecture by Anita Wuyts, our Belgian

( Friend, about being open to new Light.
We were deeply impressed that we should be ‘finders’ of eternal things;

to challenge each other to keep seeking for the deeper significance of those Quaker sayings

like: ‘that of God in everyone’;
that the very reason of our existence is to face those questions concerning our religious

experiences and ideas; ‘It is only on the top of the mountain that we percieve that all roads

lead to the
same goal.’

The word ‘NEW’ was essential during our Yearly Meeting:
NEw is: that we do have a body, feelings and emotions;
NEw is: that you do not only consist of either body, feelings, or emotions;

NEW is: that meeting for worship can become like a burning bush
NEW is: that after 25 years we can now complete the new Guide Lines for our Yearly

Meeting;
NEW appears the power of our commitments;

NEW is: that we -although we are still hesitant- we decided to continue our membership

of the lnterchurch Peace Councel (l.K.V.);

NEw is: that there is an awareness of the community of religious people;
NEw is: that nothing realty is new;
NEW is: that over and over again there is the Presence of the Light

1995

, clerk
Woudschoten, M

Marianne IJ:
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SOCIETY OF F’I{IFDS QUAKERS

Skovveien 20, 0257 Oslo, Norway

To Friends Everywhere,

The Society of Friends Quakers in Norway in its 176th year met for Yearly Meeting at
Sagavoll Folk High School at Gvarv in Telemark.

We had invited Tatiana Pavlova from Moscow to share with us her experience of living in
the light and her thoughts about spiritual growth. What she conveyed to us shows how
human beings in a crisis may open up for deep spiritual resources and show creativity in
practical matters. Christianity is about giving and being able to receive, not about sin and
guilt. What have we to offer for mutual enrichment? Tatiana emphasised the need for
human contact and practical and economic support.

During Yearly Meeting these thoughts were brought up in many contexts. We all have a
need for contact and for support both internationally and withinin our own country,
between generations and between different groups. It is important to strengthen the
feeling of community and see the totality while at the same time giving room for
plurality.

This weekend we have experienced closeness and openness between generations. We
hope to safeguard this and build on it. The new generation of Young Friends presented
their wish to learn more about worship and how we may experience meeting of God and
human. They want to get to know more Quaker history and tradition because this is
important to our identity. They remind us of the need to treasure silence and worship
also when we take our decisions. (And they also want more singing.) Yearly Meeting
saw this as an opportunity for us all to learn more about our background.

In worship we were reminded that the joy of the Lord is our strength. We treasure this
strength and are grateful for all those who know what to do and do it. - Use me while I
still have the strength and there is still time. God is also present in suffering, despair and
darkness, and there is room for the weak. Our need for contact is present both when we
are strong and when we are weak.

The Quaker tradition of visiting Friends to support friendship and spiritual fellowship is
also a basic feature of our religious life. In all our contact with others we must pay heed
to listening to one another and to seek that of God in us all.

On behalf of the Religious Society of Friends in Norway
Gvarv, on the third day of the seventh month 1994

Marit Kromberg
Clerk, Yearly Meeting -
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Epistle from Sweden Yearly Meeting 1994

To Friends everywhere,

A few days after the great breakthrough in South Africa, we gathered for our 60th Yearly

Meeting at Svartbäcken. The good outcome in South Africa, after so many years of

struggle for democracy, fills us with confidence and hope for the future.

The theme of our Yearly Meeting, “Conflict--Threat or Gift?”, gave us further insight.

Two introductory presentations were given, one about inner conflict and personal

development; the other about ways of approaching conflicts between people and groups.

Following these presentations, we worked with role play, sharing episodes from personal

experience. We explored different ways of dealing with, hut not always solving, conflict.

Partly connected to this is the question of ethnic cleansing, which we talked about both

as a concept of human rights as well as in terms of its implementation in former

Yugoslavia and other places. A light in the prevailing darkness in former Yugoslavia is

the non-violent struggle, in the spirit of Gandhi, advocated by Ibrahim Rugova, leader

for the Kosova Democratic Union. It is our conviction that he should be supported as a

possible candidate for the Nobel Peace Prize.

We rejoice in the delicate spring greenery at Svartbäcken, and we experience the

wholeness of which we all are a part. The new addition of our little retreat centre fits

nicely into the surroundings and feels inspiring to us. The days at Yearly Meeting have

been an experience of life and movement in time and space. We have had the joy of

welcoming an unusually large group of participants to our Yearly Meeting, and we are

thankful for many new members this year!

The spring winds carry our thoughts to Friends around the world, bringing you closer to

us in spirit.

/ /
7 - L

Tofte Frykman
CLrk
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SOCETE RELIGTEUSE DES AMIS, ASSEMBLEE DE SUISSE (QUAKER)

RELIG lOSE GESELLSCHAFT DER FREUNDE TN DER SCHWEIZ (QUAKER)

Epistle of the 1994 Yearly iLeeting of Swiss 2riends

Dear Friends,

The serenity of the site chosen for this year’s Yearly iJeeting,
overlooking the lake of Geneva, is a source of joy, a tranquil
setting for our meetings, talks, and discussion.

Yet the theme we have tackled this year — 11To be a Refugee” —

reminds us of a profoundly dark side of our earthly existence.
The fact that other human beings, more and more nuierous, no longer
have a fixed dwelling-place but live in permanent insecurity, is a
cause of anguish for them, and therefore for us who believe in the
infinite value of every person. -

The spiritual introduction underlined the fact that we, too, can be
both material and spiritual refugees. We may take flight, but we
can never escape from the spirit o± God, our constant companion:

“Vihere could I go to escape your spirit?
Where could I flee from your presence?11 - Psalm 139:7

A presentation on “Quakers and 2efugees’ showed us, movingly, how a.
small group of people, influenced by the Quakers, undertook an
extraordinary ministry in France before and during the Second World
War with thousands of Spanish refugees, and Belgian and German Jews.

How then should we ourselves react to this reality — the presence
of refugees in our midst? Should we limit ourselves to humanitarian
acts of solidarity towards them? How can we help to restore dignity
to those who have lost everything? Should we not also take action
with the political authorities in our European countries, so as to
try to. influence the framing of legislation which decides whether
refugees are accepted, or denied entry? What, as Quakers, is our
specific witness?

Our ersonal experience and our individual qualities have an impor
tant role to play in our choice of actions to be undertaken. That
choice will be different for each of us. What is essential is that
we should remain open to the Spirit, attentive to whatever might
become, at any given moment, our own ‘concern’. -

Vie were moved by an evening presentation, with slides, on Quaker
activity in the former Soviet Union.

We felt ourselves to be strongly united during these rich days
spent±..gether, privileged by the Spirit of God which never
1ets us gç3.

Fritz PLenken
Clerk

May 1994
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FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Spring, 1995

“Our peace testimony is much more than our special attitude to world affairs; it

&presses our vision of the whole Christian way of life; it is our way of living in

this world, of looking at this world and of changing this world. Only when the

seeds of war- -pride, prestige, and lust for power and possessions--have been

purged from our personal and corporate ways of living; only wizen we can meet

all men as friends in a spirit of sharing and caring, can we call upon others to

tread the same path.”
-- Friends World Conference, 1952

GREETINGS TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

Friends’ testimonies of love, peace, justice, simplicity, and community continue to guide the

Friends Committee on National Legislation in the way we live in, look at, and try to change

this world. In 1994, we were challenged to give substance to these testimonies in many ways.

Legislative Focus: On Capitol Hi11 and in Local Commwzities

To carry out the legislative priorities adopted for the 103rd Congress by FCNL’s General

Committee, the work of staff, volunteers, and local activists was concentrated on several key

issues. Activities on Capitol Hill--visits and letters to members of Congress, committee

hearings, coalition work, research--were matched with assistance to Friends and others

around the country who communicated with their legislators and endeavored to improve

their community’s knowledge of and attitudes toward public policy.

Budget and Military Matters. Staff worked diligently, often in coalition with other religious

denominations, to persuade members of Congress to shift federal budget priorities away

from the huge military sector and toward more peaceful, life-affirming purposes. FCNL

provided leadership in the Arms Trade Working Group, particularly in support of legisla

tion to curb sales and transfers of U.S. weapons around the world, to end the use of anti

personnel Iandmines, and to prohibit blinding as a method of warfare.

Domestic Issues. Friends from many walks of life who were especially concerned with health

care reform worked closely with staff to gather and disseminate information about the

various health plans being advocated in Congress, so they could be evaluated according to

a set of key principles. FCNL staff and volunteers struggled to persuade Congress not to

expand the use of the death penalty, and to promote constructive alternatives to prison,

rather than mandating ever-longer sentences. In cooperation with Native.American groups,

FCNL advocated greater protection for Native Americans’ religious freedom.

Don Reeves: Clerk. General Committee Jeanne Herrick-Stare: Clerk. Executive Committee Edward F. Snvden Executive Secretary Emeritus

Joe Vollc Executive Secretary Ruth Flower: Legislative Secretary Alison D. Oldham: Legislative Action Coordinator

Gretchen T. Hall: Campaign Coordinator Paul Jolly: Development Secretary Kathy Guthrie: Field Program Coordinator

Nancy H. Marlow Assistant to the Executive Secretary for Administration



International Issues. On the international scene, FCNL advocated support for the United
Nations and nonviolent conflict resolution in situations such as Sudan and North Korea.
FCNL pressed for fundamental reform of U.S. foreign aid, fairer and more compassionate
treatment of Haitian refugees, easing the restrictions on trade with and travel to Cuba,
constructive development aid for Africa, and U.S. ratification of United Nations human
rights conventions.

Policy, Priorities, wzd Field Progrwn

In 1994, FCNL completed its two-year process of revising the Statement of I.egislative
Policy. This statement, which guides all of FCNL’s legislative work, is scrutinized and
revised about every six years. The main outlines of the revised statement were approved
by FCNL’s General Committee in 1993. During 1994, the detailed policy recommendations
in the statement were carefully reviewed by FCNL’s Policy Committee, with input from
many Friends. A draft statement was submitted in advance to the General Committee for
its consideration at the Annual Meeting in November 1994. There, Friends sought guidance
of the Spirit as they thoroughly and prayerfully examined, discussed, modified, and finally
adopted a revised Policy Statement. Gratitude and quiet joy were experienced as Friends
found unity in this complex and crucial task. The text was printed and disseminated as the
December 1994 issue of the FCNL Washington Newsletter.

The choice of legislative priorities--those issues that will receive the most attention and
emphasis in the 104th Congress, 1995-1996--was also accomplished at the November 1994
Annual Meeting. The General Committee’s adoption of priorities followed a highly
consultative process, in which Friends’ Meetings across the country were invited to (
participate in group discussions and two rounds of surveys to identify which legislative
concerns they believed should be given major attention in the next two years. This kind of
active participation by Friends in their home meetings gives strength and validity to FCNL’s
process of discerning its direction. The new legislative priorities were printed and explained
in the January 1995 FCNL Washington Newsletter.

After months of exploration, study, and discussion, FCNL in 1994 adopted plans to
strengthen its field program, in order to draw in more active participants at the community
level and find effective avenues for them to work locally on their concerns. A new
committee was established to have oversight of the field program, and several new activities
are in formation. Finally, 1994 saw two more innovations for FCNL: the production of two
videotapes about FCNL legislative issues, for general distribution; and the creation and
adoption of an attractive new logo, which eventually, we hope, will give instant recognition
to all FCNL publications.

The task of bringing Quaker concerns to the attention of U.S. lawmakers and administrators
is a daunting one. To .carry out this task. FCNL relies on the wisdom., faith, and support--
both spiritual and terLlporal--of individual Friends and of Monthly and Yearly Meetings. We
thank you for your many gifts, and ask that you hold the Friends Committee on National
Legislation in the Light in the months and years ahead.

oe Volk, Executive Secretary


